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The verbal war over the
Sanatan Dharma row

between the BJP and
Opposition parties escalated on
Tuesday, with Union Minister
Gajendra Singh Shekhawat
stating that anyone who speaks
against Sanatan would have
their tongue pulled out and
eyes gouged out.

The BJP accused the
Opposition alliance INDIA
bloc of harbouring a hidden
agenda to target Sanatan
Dharma for its vote bank pol-
itics. Party president JP Nadda
led a fresh charge and claimed
that attacking the ancient faith
is part of a well-thought-out
strategy of the Congress and its
leaders Sonia Gandhi and
Rahul Gandhi.

The ruling party at the
Centre seized on DMK leader
and Tamil Nadu Minister K
Ponmudy’s remarks that the
INDIA bloc was forged as an
“opposition to Sanatan ideolo-
gy” to criticize the Opposition.

The Congress-led INDIA
front suffered a setback on
Tuesday again as Ponmudy
said, “We, including the
Congress and other con-
stituents of the alliance, are
unanimous in our conviction
that Sanatana Dharma poses a
serious threat to the country.
Our intention is to liberate the
country from this Dharma.
The INDIA front is a step in the
right direction.”

Ponmudy is the third
leader from the same party to
speak against Sanatan Dharma,
following State Minister

Udaynidhi Stalin and former
Union Minister A Raja.
Congress president Mallikarjun
Kharge’s son, Priyank Kharge,
who is a Minister in the
Congress-led Karnataka
Government, also voiced oppo-
sition against Sanatan Dharma,
aligning with their partners in
the DMK.

Responding to the BJP’s
attacks on the Congress and the
INDIA bloc over the row,
Congress spokesperson Supriya
Shrinate said her party believes
in Sarva Dharma Sambhava
(equal respect for all religions).
“We do not need certificates
from the BJP on nationalism,
on Sanatan Dharma, and on
the contribution to our free-
dom movement. Because, out
of all these, their score is zero,”
she said at the AICC Press con-
ference.

Nadda said, “The Congress
and the INDIA alliance should
make their views clear and tell
if the Constitution gives the

right to make objectionable
comments against any reli-
gion. Do INDIA alliance mem-
bers not know the
Constitutional provisions?” 

The alliance, the Congress,
Sonia, and Rahul should
answer as to why “hate against
Sanatan Dharma is being sold
in the name of mohabbat ki
dukan,” he said. This mega mall
of hate is only for power, divide
and rule, he alleged.

Reacting to the recent
comments made by
Udhayanidhi against Sanatan
Dharma, Shekhawat said, “We
have to stand up to the chal-
lenge. We will pull out the
tongue of anyone who speaks
against Sanatan. We will also
gouge out those eyes raised
against Sanatan.

“We challenge that no per-
son who speaks against Sanatan
will be able to maintain a polit-
ical position and power in this
country. They try to attack our
culture and history.” 

Shekhawat is said to be
heard making the purported
remarks that went viral on
social media. He was speaking
at a public rally in Barmer dis-
trict of poll-bound Rajasthan
last week during BJP’s
Parivartan yatra.

Addressing a press confer-
ence, BJP leader and former
Union Minister Ravi Shankar
Prasad said the country’s cul-
ture and heritage are being
daily insulted while senior
Congress leaders like Sonia
Gandhi are silent. Noting that
Bihar Minister and RJD leader
Chandra Shekhar and
Samajwadi Party’s Swami
Prasad Maura have repeatedly
criticised Hindu holy books
like Ramcharitmanas, Prasad
said the leadership of these par-
ties have maintained silence.

Such silence is an indica-
tion of approval, he said, mak-
ing it clear that the BJP will go
to the people on the issue after
the agenda has been set by the
Opposition. “We will talk of
vikas (development) as well as
virasat,” he said. India will not
tolerate this insult to Sanatan,
he said.

The more Sonia maintains
silence over the matter, the
clearer it will be that opposing
Sanatan Dharma is part of the
INDIA bloc’s common mini-
mum programme, he alleged.

“Cat is out of the bag”, he
said, explaining that the attack
by the Opposition on Sanatan
Dharma has revealed their true
aims. 

While Opposition leaders
from those in the DMK to
some in parties like the RJD
and Samajwadi Party have been

vocal in criticising Sanatan
Dharma and holy books asso-
ciated with Hinduism, can they
summon the courage to criti-
cise other faiths and their holy
figures, he asked. 

Asked about BJP leader
Ravi Shankar Prasad’s allega-
tions that the country’s culture
and heritage are being insult-
ed daily but senior Congress
leaders like Sonia Gandhi are
silent, Shrinate said, “We do not
need any certificate from any-
one and especially from hyp-
ocrites who talk like this. We
believe in the equality of all reli-
gions. I will not say anything
more than this.”

But she refused to
acknowledge BJP leader and
Union Minister Gajendra
Shekhawat’s remarks in a video
circulating on social media
that anyone who speaks against
Sanatan Dharma would have
their tongue pulled out and
eyes gouged out. 

“Equality of all religions is
the foundation of our country
and we are people who believe
in it,” she said.

AAP leader Raghav
Chadha too condemned Stalin’s
remark but said statements
made by some “small” leader
from any party cannot be con-
sidered the official stand of the
INDIA bloc.

“I am from Sanatan
Dharma. I condemn and
oppose such statements. Such
kind of statements should not
be made. One should stay away
from making such remarks on
any religion. We should respect
all religions,” Chadha told PTI
in an interview.

Continued on Page 2
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With freshly laid roads,
bridges, tunnels, airfields,

and helipads, India is gearing
up to give an extra push to its
strategically crucial infrastruc-
ture projects along the Line of
Actual Control (LAC) to
counter China’s growing foot-
prints in the region.

On Tuesday, Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh inaugu-
rated 90 infrastructure projects
of the Border Roads
Organisation, completed at a
cost of �2,941 crore, in the
Samba district of Jammu
province.

The BRO projects include
22 roads, 63 bridges, one tun-
nel, two airstrips, and two heli-
pads across 10 border States
and Union Territories of north-
ern and northeastern regions,
constructed under challenging
weather conditions, at most
inhospitable terrain locations.

The Defence Minister also
laid the e-foundation of Nyoma
airfield in eastern Ladakh
which will be developed at a
cost of �218 crore for wide-
ranging strategic air assets, a
BRO spokesperson said.

The construction of this
airfield will tremendously boost
the air infrastructure in Ladakh
and augment the IAF capabil-
ity along the northern borders.

He said the surge in road
and bridge construction by
the BRO in the last three years
has led to the completion of
several critical and strategic
projects which has bolstered
the defence preparedness.

The BRO has also connect-

ed the farthest and most remote
villages of the country like
Huri in Arunachal Pradesh to
the mainland. This connectiv-
ity has triggered reverse migra-
tion along the border villages.

In the last two years, the
BRO has dedicated a record
205 infrastructure projects to
the nation at a cost of �5,100
crore.

Last year, 103 BRO infra-
structure projects were com-
pleted at a cost of �2,897 crore
while in 2021, 102 BRO infra-
structure projects were dedicat-
ed to the nation at a cost of
�2,229 crore.

Work on these projects
was completed expeditiously to
facilitate the speedy induction
of troops, heavy equipment,
and mechanised vehicles to
forward areas. These projects

will also boost the socio-eco-
nomic development of the
region.

Of the 89 projects inaugu-
rated virtually, 36 are in
Arunachal Pradesh, 25 in
Ladakh, 11 are in Jammu &
Kashmir, five in Mizoram,
three in Himachal Pradesh,
two each in Sikkim,
Uttarakhand and West Bengal
and one each in Nagaland,
Rajasthan and Andaman and
Nicobar Islands, the
spokesman of the BRO said in
a statement.

During his day-long visit,
Rajnath Singh also inaugurat-
ed the state-of-the-art 422.9
meter Devak bridge on the
Bishnah-Kaulpur-Phulpur
Road in the Samba district
besides 89 other projects.

Continued on Page 2
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At the G20 summit, gift
hampers containing Indian

rosewood sandook (chest),
pashmina shawls, Kashmiri
saffron, Pekoe Darjeeling,
Nilgiri Tea, Araku Coffee,
Sundarbans honey, and
Zighrana Ittar from Uttar
Pradesh were presented to the
heads of states, governments,
and delegates.

According to officials,
some of these products are the
result of centuries-old tradi-
tions and are cherished world-
wide for their unparalleled
workmanship and quality.

Some products are the
result of the unique biodiver-
sity of our country.

Sundarbans multiflora
mangrove honey originates
from the world’s largest man-
grove forest located at the delta
formed by the Ganga, the
Brahmaputra, and the Meghna
rivers in the Bay of Bengal. The
honey is less viscous and mir-
rors the biodiversity of the
area. It is a harmonious blend
of nectar from mangrove blos-
soms, including Khalisha, Bani,

and Garan. 
Furthermore, Sundarbans

honey is notably abundant in
flavonoids, offering added
nutritional benefits

The Kashmiri pashmina
shawl is made of wool from the
world’s most unique Cashmere
goat found only at a height of
14,000 feet above sea level.
The wool is collected by comb-
ing (and not shearing) the
undercoat of the goat. Skilled
artisans hand-spin, weave, and
embroider their delicate fibers
using age-old processes.
Pashmina was once an indica-
tor of rank and nobility and
symbolised bestowing honour.

Kashmiri saffron, which
is also known as red gold, is the

world’s most expensive spice
valued for its culinary and
medicinal value.  Kashmiri
saffron (“Zafran” in Persian,
“Kesar” in Hindi) is the most
exotic and expensive spice in
the world. 

Each strand of it compris-
es the stigma of “Saffron
Crocus”. The stigma’s crimson
hue holds the concentrated
essence of sun-soaked days
and cool nights. Kashmiri saf-
fron stands as a true embodi-
ment of exclusivity and excep-
tional quality. Its intense aro-
matic profile, vibrant color
and unmatched potency sets it
apart.

“Sandook”, Hindi word for
a treasure chest, is a strong box

made of solid old wood or
metal, with a lid on top and
embellishments all over. This
Sandook has been hand craft-
ed using Sheesham (Indian
Rosewood), which is valued for
its strength, durability, distinc-
tive grain patterns and rich
colour. 

The brass patti (strip) is
delicately etched and embed-
ded onto the wood, transform-
ing the piece into a masterpiece
of visual delight and tactile
splendor.

Aromatic Pekoe Darjeeling
and Nilgiri Tea are two illustri-
ous gems from Bharat’s tea
tapestry, epitomising the deli-
cate art of tea cultivation and
infusion. Pekoe Darjeeling is
grown on the hills of West
Bengal at 3,000-5,000 feet and
Nilgiri Tea in the mountains of
south India at an elevation of
1,000-3,000 feet. 

Araku Coffee is the world’s
first terroir-mapped coffee
grown on plantations in
Andhra Pradesh without the
use of machines or chemicals.
The coffee is organic and the
cultivation is sustainable.

Continued on Page 2
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Kent, a  six-year-old female
Labrador of 21 Army Dog

Unit, Tuesday laid down its life
while shielding its handler dur-
ing a counter-terrorism oper-
ation in the frontier district of
Rajouri. 

So far, one terrorist was
killed while an army jawan suc-
cumbed to his injuries, and
three others including one
police SPO and two army
jawans were injured in the
ensuing encounter in the Narla
area of Rajouri district.

According to a Jammu-
based Defence PRO, Lt-Col
Suneel Bartwal,  “Indian army
dog Kent of 21 Army Dog unit

was at the forefront of
Operation Sujaligala in Rajouri.
He said Kent was leading a col-
umn of soldiers on the trail of
fleeing terrorists. During the
chase, it came down under
heavy hostile fire. While shield-
ing its handler it laid down its
own life in the best traditions
of the Indian army”.

Meanwhile, Additional
Director General of Police,
Jammu range Mukesh Singh in
a statement said, “One terror-
ist was killed. One army jawan
was martyred, and three others
including one police SPO
injured in the ensuing
encounter in the Narla area of
Rajouri district”.
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Amid refrains of a steady
flight of capital from

Bengal in the past more than a
decade of Trinamool Congress’
rule, Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on Tuesday
left for a 12-day tour of Spain
and Dubai in order to seek
investments.

“I will spend a night in
Dubai and then proceed to
Madrid and Barcelona before
returning to Dubai once again
and then back to India,”
Banerjee earlier said, adding she
would attend a number of busi-
ness conferences during her
stay abroad so that investments
can be brought to Bengal. 

Bengal Opposition Leader
Suvendu Adhikari however
slammed Banerjee, saying she
was going abroad, particularly
Dubai, to serve her personal
and family’s interest. “Money is
being siphoned to Dubai and
other places … There are some

laws in those countries that help
money siphoning … this trip is
for securing the money that her
family has siphoned away
through Hawala,” Adhikari said
adding “otherwise what honey
is there in Dubai that she and
her family has to go there
repeatedly.”

Banerjee's visit to Dubai
and Spain takes place barely
days after her nephew and
Trinamool Congress national
general secretary Abhishek
Banerjee’s foreign sojourn — to
Dubai and the USA — alleged-
ly for medical issues.  There was
a lot of controversy over the
junior Banerjee’s foreign trip

when the Opposition Left
accused the Enforcement
Directorate for letting him go
abroad at a time when he was
facing charges of having played
a pivotal role in recruitment
and other scams apart from
siphoning money to foreign
lands.  

The Chief Minister had on
Monday said that she had not
visited any foreign country for
five years “despite getting many
invitations to attend many pro-
grammes either because I do
not get time or because I was
not allowed (by the Centre) to
go.”

On Tuesday she told
reporters at the Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose Airport, “I am
going out after five years …
Going to Spain because they
have good manufacturing and
other industries … we will
participate in some business
conferences there … During
my return journey I have a busi-
ness conference in Dubai also.”
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The Trinamool Congress on
Tuesday suffered yet anoth-

er embarrassment with the
Enforcement Directorate sub-
jecting its MP Nusrat Jehan to
six-hours intense questioning.

Jehan, an actress-turned-
politician, was questioned for
her alleged role in a Rs 24-crore
real estate scam. Jehan was the
Director of a company when
the scam took place. 

About 400 senior citizens
were duped of Rs 24 crore
between 2014 and 2016 when
they were promised flats by the
company. They even paid Rs 5
lakh each for the purpose but
the apartments never material-
ized. The duped investors who
later filed police complaint but
without any visible result sub-

sequently contacted BJP leader
Sankudeb Panda who in turn
wrote to the ED for seeking
cognizance. “We had invested
in company because an actress
like Nusrat Jehan was a direc-
tor there but we did not know
that we would be cheated like
this,” said one of the investors.

The ED reportedly asked
Jehan about how she benefited
from her post. According to
sources the TMC MP had taken
more than a crore from the firm
as loan breaking provisions of
the company laws. 

However she paid back
loans by 2016, she claimed.
When asked to comment 33-
year-old actor said, “I have
answered all questions that
have been asked by them and
would cooperate with officials
whenever they would ask me to
do so.”
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Renowned critics rate short
stories as the post popular

literary form and say more than
novels, poems and plays, their
contribution in spreading the
culture and custom stands
heads and shoulders above
other literary works.  

If that is the case, Jhumpa
Lahiri, the US born writer of
Indian parents, who won the
Pulitzer Prize for her debut col-
lection of short stories
“Interpreter of Maladies” could
be the best writer of this genre. 

She is also the author of
The Namesake, Unaccustomed
Earth and The Lowland, which
was a finalist for both the Man
Booker Prize and the National
Book Award in fiction which
proves that she is not a one-

book wonder. Lahiri ia back in
action and this time she is com-
ing out with a collection of
short stories written in the
background of Italy.  The work,
which is expected to hit book-
shelves across India is her first
work  after the publication of
Unaccustomed Earth (2008). 

“These are splendid,
searching stories, written in
Jhumpa Lahiri's adopted lan-
guage of Italian and seamless-
ly translated by the author and
by Knopf editor Todd
Portnowitz, “ said a release by
Peter Modoli, Associate Vice
President, Penguin Random
House,  the publishers. The
Steps, one of the stories, con-
veys the fact that staircase and
skywalks are not mere links to
facilitate people’s movements
but they are full of life and spir-

its.  
“It connects two neigh-

borhoods and through the res-
idents who climb up and down
it, we see Italy's capital in all of
its social and cultural variega-
tions, filled with the tensions of
a changing city, visibility and
invisibility, random acts of
aggression, the challenge of
straddling worlds and cultures,
and the meaning of home,” says
the release by Modoli. 

Dr Jayashanthi, Tamil lit-
erature’s numero uno is of the
view that Jhumpa Lahiri’s
works are a refreshing experi-
ence compared to other post-
modern writers.  

“She has the craftsmanship
(or is it craftswomanship?) to
present things in a manner
which will be smoothly
absorbed by the heart. 
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Jaipur: Vice President Jagdeep
Dhankhar on Tuesday said
there can be agreement or dis-
agreement on the 'one nation
one election' proposal but it
should be discussed in country. 
The Centre has formed a com-
mittee under the chairmanship
of former president Ram Nath
Kovind to explore feasibility of
'one nation one election'. 
Many Opposition leaders have
slammed Government's move,
alleging it would pose a threat
to federal structure of country.

“You can agree or disagree
with the issue of 'one nation
one election', but saying that we
will not discuss is undemocra-
tic,” the vice president said at a
programme organised by
Bharatpur Bar Association in
Bharatpur. PTI

Patna: Bihar Deputy Chief
Minister Tejashwi Yadav on
Tuesday asserted that there
was “nothing new” in the CBI's
submission before the court
concerned that sanction has
been obtained for prosecution
in the 'land-for-jobs scam'.

The RJD leader responded
to queries from journalists
here, before leaving for Delhi,
where he is scheduled to attend
the first meeting of the coor-
dination committee of opposi-
tion bloc INDIA.

“What is new? There is
nothing new. They first filed a
chargesheet, followed it up
with a supplementary one, and
it must have been the first
instance of its kind in which
same names have figured in
both the chargesheets,” said
Yadav, whose own name has

featured in the second
chargesheet. The 'land-for-jobs
scam' pertains to the period
when his father Lalu Prasad,
the RJD president, was the
railway minister in the UPA-1
government, while Yadav him-
self was a minor.

The father-son duo has
been accusing the ruling BJP of
“using” ED and CBI for polit-
ical vendetta, and Yadav has
often mockingly said that the
central investigating agencies
were welcome to set up offices
at his residence.

Meanwhile, JD(U) presi-
dent Rajiv Ranjan Singh 'Lalan',
who represents Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar's party in the
coordination committee, is
likely to give the committee
meeting, scheduled on
Wednesday, the slip. PTI
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From Page 1 
The BRO completed the

critically strategic projects in
record time and several of
them were constructed in a sin-
gle working season using state-
of-the-art technology, the
spokesperson said.

He said the 500-metre
Nechiphu Tunnel on Balipara-
Charduar-Tawang Road in
Arunachal Pradesh, along with
the under-construction Sela
Tunnel, will provide all-weath-
er connectivity to the strategic
Tawang region and will be
beneficial to both the armed
forces deployed in the region
and the tourists visiting pristine
Tawang. Arunachal Pradesh
Chief Minister Pema Khandu
joined the ceremony virtually.

Reconstructed and
revamped Bagdogra and
Barrackpore Airfields in West
Bengal will not only improve
the defensive and offensive
architecture of the Indian Air
Force along the borders but will
also facilitate commercial flight
operations in the region, the
spokesperson said.

During his day-long visit,
Singh also visited the venue of
the North Tech Symposium
2023 at the IIT Jammu campus. 

Addressing the gathering,
Singh called upon the domes-
tic defence manufacturers to
invest more in Research &
Development (R&D) for India
to keep up pace with the con-
tinuously-evolving world. 

Singh was of the view that
although R&D is a risky ven-
ture as it requires out-of-the-
box thinking and sometimes
does not give the desired
results, it still remains one of
the basic elements for the

development of any country.
Hence, capital investment in
R&D becomes a necessity, he
emphasised.  

“India is passing through a
transitional phase. There is
nothing wrong in acquiring a
technology through imitation
or transfer, but we cannot
become a developed nation
on these grounds alone. 

We need to file our own
patents, for which a lot of
investment in R&D is needed.
Capital investment in R&D
may reduce today’s profits, but
it will prove to be beneficial to
the industry and the country in
the long term,” the Defence
Minister said.

Singh underlined the fact
that to obtain the services of
top talents, there is a need to
create a good work culture &
positive environment and
adopt new HR standards. 

“We cannot run our work-
force in the 21st century on the
basis of the HR policy of the
19th century. Today, the qual-
ity of work is more important
than the number of hours
worked. The focus should be
on intellect and innovation. 

A work culture needs to be
developed where there is a
concept of senior and junior;
not superior and inferior. There
is a need to involve women in
R&D with more effectiveness,”
he said.

On the occasion, the
Raksha Mantri also gave away
SIDM Champion Awards 2023
to a number of industry part-
ners, including Bharat Forge
Limited, TATA Advanced
Systems Limited, Larsen &
Toubro Limited and IdeaForge
Technology Limited.

From Page 1 
Zighrana Ittar from

Kannauj in Uttar Pradesh
showcases a centuries-old tra-
dition of perfume crafting.
Artisans gather rare blossoms
of jasmine and roses at dawn
when their fragrance is most
potent to make the perfume
involving hydro-distillation.

The Government of India
gifted the leaders a curated col-
lection of handcrafted arte-
facts and products that speak
volumes about India’s rich cul-
tural traditions, the officials
said. “Some of the products
gifted to them are those of cen-
turies of tradition and cher-

ished across the world for their
unparalleled workmanship and
quality,” a senior official said. A
khadi scarf and a coin box con-
taining G20 commemorative
coins were also gifted to visit-
ing leaders by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. 

Spouses of the world lead-
ers were gifted items repre-
senting the culture of India by
Modi, according to the officials.
The summit was the biggest
such gathering India hosted in
four decades and marked the
culmination of India’s year-
long presidency of the group-
ing of the world’s largest
economies.

From Page 1 
“Some leader from some

party makes such remarks... It
doesn’t mean it is the state-
ment of the alliance. The
alliance has been formed for
raising big issues like price
rise, unemployment facing the
country. 

The statement made by
some small leader, while
standing in a district in a
state, is not the official stand
of the alliance,” Chadha assert-
ed. Tamil Nadu BJP chief K
Annamalai lashed out at DMK

Parliamentarian A Raja for his
purported remark that the
“Hindu religion is a menace”
and accused the ruling DMK
of being the principal reason
for creating caste divide and
hatred among the people in
the State. 

On September 2,
Udhayanidhi, son of Tamil
Nadu Chief Minister M K
Stalin, had alleged that
Sanatan Dharma is against
equality and social justice,
and that it should be eradi-
cated. He also likened Sanatan

Dharma to coronavirus,
malaria, and dengue fever.
“(Congress president)
Mallikarjun Kharge says that
if Modi wins, Sanatan will
become powerful, hence there
is a need to defeat him. 

Two days ago, the DMK
Chief Minister’s son made
remarks against Sanatan. He
(Udhayanidhi Stalin), while
comparing it to coronavirus,
says that Sanatan culture
should be eliminated from
the country,” the Jodhpur MP
said. Shekhawat said that

many invaders tried to weak-
en Indian culture for 2,000
years. 

“Rulers like Alauddin
Khilji and Aurangzeb tried
but ancestors of yours and
mine were capable and pro-
tected the culture. 

We swear by all those
ancestors,  whether it  is
Maharaja Surajmal, Veer
Durgadas or Maharana Pratap,
that we will not tolerate those
who attack Sanatan. We will
throw them away,” the Union
Jal Shakti Minister said.
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After a local court in
Vijayawada on Tuesday

rejected a house custody peti-
tion filed by TDP chief N
Chandrababu Naidu, his legal
team moved two pleas in the
High Court — one seeking
quashing of the case and
another a bail petition. They
are likely to come up for hear-
ing on Wednesday. 

The former chief minister
was arrested for his alleged role
in a multi-crore Skill
Development Corporation
scam and is currently lodged at
Rajamahendravaram central
prison after the court in
Vijayawada remanded Naidu in
judicial custody for 14 days on
Sunday. On Monday, a team of
lawyers headed by senior coun-
sel Siddharth Luthra repre-
senting Naidu had filed a peti-
tion to grant house custody to

the former CM, citing threat
perception. Naidu has been a
Z-plus category security pro-
tectee for several years already,
with a team of NSG comman-
dos guarding him always. 

The court did not permit
house arrest citing security,
Naidu's lawyer Jayakar Matta
told PTI. According to Matta,
the court felt that Z-plus secu-
rity will not be provided under
house arrest, so it is safer for
Naidu to stay in jail than at

home under house custody.
Further, the court said it could
have given house custody if it
was possible to successfully
provide Z-plus security to
Naidu. The court said jail is
better for security reasons. The
court had no objection to
according house custody, pro-
vided Z-plus security was also
being extended inside Naidu's
residence. 

Meanwhile, the 73-year-old
former chief minister's wife
Nara Bhuvaneswari visited
Naidu in prison on Tuesday
and noted that she fears for
Naidu's security in confine-
ment. “I am apprehensive of his
security. I have not seen any
facilities. 

He had to bathe with cold
water,” she said, saying her
husband's arrest has put their
family into “tough times”.
However, the CID's legal team
argued in the court that adher-

ing to orders, several steps
were taken such as creating a
separate and exclusive ward,
special security cover, round-
the-clock monitoring, video
surveillance, medical team on
standby and others. 

CID lawyers stressed that
Naidu's ward has been sepa-
rated from the main prison
block to ensure a sanitised
area, especially considering the
special security requirements of
the detainee. 

They also said that addi-
tional precautions were taken
in accordance with the need for
a special security cover for
Naidu — who was the longest
serving Andhra CM — includ-
ing deploying armed guards
outside the special ward.
Further, they observed that
strict access controls have been
set up and only with the prior
consent of Naidu can anybody
visit him. 
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More than 31 countries will
take part in a workshop in

Gurugram for a three-day meet
starting September 14 to discuss
all maritime issues in the con-
text of the strategically impor-
tant Indian Ocean.  

The participants will gath-
er for the Maritime Information
Sharing Workshop 2023
(MISW 23), navy officials said
here on Tuesday. The workshop,
hosted by the Information
Fusion Centre – Indian Ocean
Region (IFC-IOR), brings
together 31 countries of the

Indian Ocean Rim Association
(IORA) and the Djibouti Code
of Conduct/ Jeddah
Amendment (DCoC/JA).

Oceans are the lifeblood of
humanity and maritime trade is
the cornerstone of global com-
merce. The significance of the
Indian Ocean Region (IOR)
extends far beyond its geo-
graphical boundaries; it serves
as a hub of economic activities,
a bridge between continents,
and a stage for geopolitical
dynamics. Maritime security is
not just crucial for economic
stability but also for geopoliti-
cal equilibrium. Contemporary

challenges maritime safety and
security necessitate unified
commitment, collaborative
strategies, and seamless infor-
mation exchange among glob-
al and regional stakeholders.

Recognising this critical
need, the _Information Fusion
Centre – Indian Ocean Region
(IFC-IOR), Gurugram, was
inaugurated on December 22,
2018_, with a mission to
enhance maritime safety and
security in the region. To further
India’s vision of _‘Security And
Growth for All in the Region
(SAGAR),’_ IFC-IOR conducts
a series of workshops and train-

ing programs, of which the
Maritime Information Sharing
Workshop (MISW) is the flag-
ship event. The inaugural edi-
tion of MISW was conducted in
2019.

The MISW is a dynamic
platform for the exchange of
best practices amongst working
level professionals in the mar-
itime security domain across the
globe. It serves as a catalyst for
building bridges of camaraderie,
uniting professionals towards a
shared and coordinated
response to the multifaceted
challenges posed by threats to
maritime safety and security.
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Bajrang Dal member and
cow vigilante Mohit Yadav

alias Monu Manesar was arrest-
ed by the Haryana Police on
Tuesday for uploading “objec-
tionable and inflammatory”
posts under a fictitious name on
social media. He was sent to 14
days in judicial custody by a
Nuh court. 

Manesar was booked by
Rajasthan Police for the murder
of two Muslim men in February
and accused by some of inciting
the recent violence in Nuh. A
video clip purportedly showed
plainclothesmen taking
Manesar, whose original name
is Mohit Yadav, into custody.
Mamta Singh, ADGP (Law and
Order), Haryana Police, said
that “Monu Manesar was arrest-
ed by the Nuh police on

Tuesday after the later's social
media team found evidence
against Manesar for posting a
fresh video related to the
'Shobha Yatra' organised on
August 28 in Nuh. A case under
relevant sections of the IT Act
was registered against him ear-
lier in August”.

Manesar is an accused in
the murder of two Muslim men
in February. The two men,
Nasir (25) and Junaid (35),
were allegedly abducted by cow
vigilantes from Bharatpur in
Rajasthan and were later found
dead in a burnt car in Haryana's

Bhiwani district. Based on this
evidence, Mansar was appre-
hended, and a search of his per-
son led to the discovery of a .45
caliber pistol and three live
cartridges concealed in his
pants.

Following his arrest by the
Haryana Police, an appeal for
14-day judicial custody was
filed at Nuh Court.
Subsequently, the Nuh Court
granted request, sending Monu
Mansar to judicial custody for
14 days.  

The Rajasthan Police then
sought custody of arrested cow
vigilante. The Nuh court then
gave the transit remand of
Monu Manesar to Rajasthan
Police According to sources,
“After the violence on July 31,
Nuh police had been regularly
scanning social media posts
for objectionable content.
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In a bid to mitigate air pollution in the
national Capital during winter, the Delhi
Government is mulling over the use of

cloud seeding technology to induce artifi-
cial rain. Delhi Environment Minister
Gopal Rai said on Tuesday the Government
is preparing a separate action plan for each
of the air pollution hotspots in the city.

Rai’s announcement came after his
meeting with 24 environmental experts to
discuss the ‘Winter Action Plan’ where sci-
entists from IIT-Kanpur gave a presentation
on inducing artificial rain in Delhi.

Cloud seeding is a process to induce rain
in moisture-filled clouds by sprinkling the
upper reaches of clouds with chemicals such
as common salt or silver iodide, usually with
the help of jets fixed to aeroplanes.

At this meeting, suggestions were also

taken from 24 members and researchers
from the Council for Energy, Environment
and Water (CEEW), Centre for Science and
Environment (CSE), and Environmental
Defense Fund, among others.

“The experts brainstormed ways to
reduce vehicular pollution, dust pollution,
biomass burning, and other kinds of pollu-
tion. Scientists from IIT-Kanpur gave a pre-

sentation on inducing artificial rain in Delhi
and the costs involved. We have requested
them to prepare a detailed presentation
which will be shown to the chief minister.
We will certainly consider this idea,” Rai said.

Experts have, earlier as well, submitted
similar proposals on artificial rain to Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal, he added.

According to experts, for cloud seeding
to be successful in causing artificial rain,
there should be availability of clouds. If there
are no clouds, it does not work.”

After years of dedicated efforts, IIT-
Kanpur scientists at the institute have suc-
cessfully conducted a test of artificial rain
through cloud seeding. 

The project, initiated by IIT Kanpur in
2017, faced multiple hurdles, including
delays in obtaining necessary permissions.
However, after meticulous preparations
and thorough evaluations, the Directorate
of Civil Aviation (DGCA) finally granted
permission for the test flight. Using cloud
seeding technology, the aircraft released
chemical powder into the clouds, stimulat-
ing the formation of raindrops. Shortly after,
rainfall was observed in the surrounding
areas, validating the effectiveness of the arti-
ficial rain technique.

China, having developed this technol-
ogy earlier, had withheld sharing it with
India. The minister said the experts have also
suggested preparing a separate winter
action for the air pollution hotspots to deal
with their respective pollution sources.

The pollution hotspots in Delhi are
located at Anand Vihar, Wazirabad, Vivek
Vihar, Wazirpur, Ashok Vihar, Dwarka,
Jahangirpuri, Rohini, Bawana, Narela,
Mundka, Punjabi Bagh, RK Puram and
Okhla Phase 2.
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Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Tuesday visited

Najafgarh to meet an 18-month-
old boy suffering from a rare
genetic disease. The infant’s
family raised funds for his treat-
ment through crowdfunding.

The child, Kanav Jangra, is
suffering from a rare disease
called SMA (Spinal Muscular
Atrophy) type-1 and the treat-
ment is an injection named
Zolgensma.

Without treatment, the pro-
gressive muscles develop weak-
ness and eventually restrict any
muscular movement including
digestion, the beating of the
heart muscle and lungs, and
even the movement of limbs.

The treatment for SMA is an
injection that costs Rs 17.5
crore, according to Kejriwal.
“It’s a rare genetic disorder and
there are just nine such cases in
the country. This is the first case
of the disease in Delhi. Kanav’s
parents contacted AAP MP
Sanjiv Arora, who started
crowdfunding for the treatment
of the child,” Kejriwal told
reporters.

He said Rs 10.5 crore was
raised through crowdfunding
and the drug was brought from
the US. After the treatment,
Kanav’s situation has improved
and he can sit and move his
limbs. Now, Kanav is starting to
use his hands and showing
improvement in his legs. Many

thanks to all the celebrities,
leaders, and media organizations
who contributed to this noble
cause.

The Chief Minister thanked
all those who donated money,
including some celebrities and
MPs, for the costly injection. 

He also thanked the US-
based drug manufacturer, saying
it agreed to sell the medicine for
Rs 10.5 crore. Kanav’s parents,
Amit and Garima, belong to a
lower middle-class family and
cannot afford the costly treat-
ment. They are seeking help to

save their son’s life.
AAP MP Sanjeev Arora

facilitated all possible help.
Members of Parliament (MPs)
Raghav Chadha, Hans Raj Hans,
Sanjay Singh, Vivek Tankha,
Sanjeev Arora, Ramchander
Jangra, Priyanka Chaturvedi,
Ravneet Singh Bittu, Sant Balbir
Singh Seechewal, Pravesh
Verma, Ashok Mittal and
Manish Tewari were among the
contributors for Kanav’s cause.

Among the celebrities who
were supporting Kanav’s cause
were Sonu Sood, Farha Khan,

Vidya Balan, Chunkey Pandey,
Rajpal Yadav, Vishal Dadlani,
Kapil Sharma, Ali Asgar, Bharti
Singh, Pankaj Tripathi, Shakti
Kapoor and Kiku Sharda.

Spinal Muscular Atrophy
(SMA) Type 1 is a rare genetic
disease that destroys the nerves
responsible for controlling most
of the human body movements.
It affects nerves and muscles,
causing muscles to become
increasingly weak. 

It mostly affects infants and
children but can also develop in
adults.
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The Delhi High Court on Tuesday
granted nod to the CBI for freez-

ing the bank accounts of absconding
self-styled spiritual preacher Virender
Dev Dixit.

The court perused the status report
filed by the CBI with regard to the steps
it has taken to arrest Dixit, who is fac-
ing rape cases and has been abscond-
ing for several years, and noted the exis-
tence of certain bank accounts that were
operated by him.

The court said it was “satisfied with
the attempts and progress made by CBI
in the matter” and asked the agency to
continue with its efforts.

“The CBI shall certainly be free to
freeze the bank accounts by taking steps

in accordance with law,” said a bench
of Chief Justice Satish Chandra Sharma
and Justice Sanjeev Narula, while
granting the federal agency six weeks
to take further steps.

The court observed the CBI has
“done the needful and are still doing the
needful” in the matter and directed it
to continue the search and seizure and
freeze all bank accounts linked to
Dixit.

The High Court was hearing a 2017
petition filed by NGO Foundation for
Social Empowerment, represented by
lawyer Sravan Kumar, alleging several
minor girls and women were illegally
confined at the “spiritual university” run
by Dev and not allowed to meet their
parents.

On a plea by the parents of one of

the women living in the ashram for
meeting her, the court Tuesday
observed the daughter was a “grown up”
and did not want to live with them.

On May 31, the court had direct-
ed the CBI to take steps for arresting
Dixit after it was brought to its notice
that he or his followers were uploading
videos on at least six YouTube channels
and social media handles and that a

large number of them were being
uploaded since March 2018.

The high court had earlier asked
the CBI to trace Dixit and directed the
agency to probe the accusation about
illegal confinement of girls and women
in the ashram where it was claimed they
were kept in “animal-like” conditions
behind metal doors in a “fortress” sur-
rounded by barbed wire.

The agency has announced a
reward of Rs 5 lakh to anyone who gives
credible information about his where-
abouts leading to his arrest, but he con-
tinues to elude the dragnet.

The high court had earlier sought
the assistance of retired IPS officer
Kiran Bedi over the welfare of women
living in Dixit’s ashram — Adhyatmik
Vishwa Vidhyalaya, Rohini and consti-

tuted a committee under her supervi-
sion to monitor its functioning.

It had also set up a committee com-
prising lawyers and Delhi Commission
for Women chief Swati Maliwal to
inspect the premises of the institute.

The committee, which included
lawyers Ajay Verma and Nandita Rao,
had submitted a report to the court
about the “horrible” conditions prevail-
ing there. It said over 100 girls and
women were living at the institution in
“animal-like conditions with no priva-
cy even for bathing.

In 2022, the court had asked the
ashram to show cause as to why it
should not be taken over by the Delhi
government and said it was difficult to
accept that the inmates were living there
of their free will.
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The BSES pulled out all the
stops to ensure a reliable and

seamless power supply at the
G20 venue amidst an already
high-demand in the city due to
summer-like heat last month
and in the first week of Septem-
ber, discom officials said on
Tuesday.

The BSES discom enhanced
the power supply at the main
venue Bharat Mandpam at
Pragati Maidan and monitored
the demand in realtime from its
Supervisory Control and Data
Access (SCADA) control room,
they said

“In the run-up to the G20
Summit held on September 9-
10, Delhi’s peak power demand
was consistently high in compar-
ison to the corresponding peri-
od last-year, and the BSES made
the preparations to ensure reli-
able power supply in the city and
at the G 20 venues, including the
Bharat Mandapam and the des-
ignated hotels in its areas,” an
official said.

Almost the entire August
and much of September so far
saw summer-like heat in Delhi.
In fact, on September 4, 2023,
Delhi recorded a maximum
temperature of 40.1 degrees
Celsius at Safdarjung, making it
the hottest September day in the
last 85 years.

During August 2023, bar-
ring one day (August 27), Delhi’s
peak power demand was high-
er on all the corresponding

days than that of August 2022,
they said.

According to the State Load
Dispatch Centre (SLDC) data,
Delhi’s peak power demand
clocked the season’s high of
7,438 MW on August 22, 2023.
Since 2012, Delhi’s peak power
demand has always clocked the
season’s highest in June and July.

Moreover, Delhi’s peak
power demand has never
crossed the 7,000 MW in
August. This time, crossed the
7,000 MW on four occasions.
According to the SLDC data, on
August 21, 2023, BRPL and
BYPL clocked this season’s high-
est of 3,363 MW and 1,727 MW
respectively, said the discom
officials.

Similar trend continues in
September 2023. In the first 6
days of the month, Delhi’s peak
power demand has been high-
er than the corresponding days
of September 2022. The demand
went down later due to rains,
they said.

The BSES discoms (BRPL
and BYPL) are ensuring reliable
power supply to meet the power
demand of nearly 49 lakh con-
sumers and around 2 crore res-
idents in South, West, East and
Central Delhi. These arrange-
ments include long-term power
purchase agreements and bank-
ing arrangements with other
states, said discom officials.

Over 1,500 MW of green
power is also playing an impor-
tant role in powering BSES
areas in the city, they added.
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Aleading telecommunication
company has approached

the crime branch in the nation-
al Capital after a Delhi-based
businessman illegally procured
their Customer Premises Equip-
ment (CPE) and sold them.

As per the police, the com-
pany has lost more than 500 of
its devices to the accused who
has shops in South Delhi’s
Sultanpur. He has allegedly been
selling these devices, each of
which cost around Rs 2500,
since June this year. The firm
said they have an office in
Gurugram and offer services
such as postpaid, prepaid, inter-
national roaming, data connec-
tivity.

According to the police, in
order to provide these services,
they use CPE. The CPE devices
are telecommunications and IT
equipment that are installed at
the customer’s premises to con-
nect to the network. Such devi-
ces include routers, modems,
and set-top boxes.

The firm said it reserves the
right to sell, install, and manu-
facture these devices in order to
provide postpaid, prepaid, inter-
national roaming, and data con-
nectivity services.

“As a routine practice, we
conducted an internal review of
our CPE devices inventory and
during such review, we came to
know that the abovementioned
person had been selling Airtel’s
CPE devices (Modem & Rou-
ters) in an unauthorised man-
ner in an open market at a sub-
stantially lower price,” read the
FIR.

“The modus operandi was
that a store is being run by said
person who had kept Airtel’s
CPE devices at two locations
namely at Sultanpur and
Saidulajab, from where he has
been selling/dispatching the
devices,” the FIR further stated.

“We further conducted dis-
creet calls and enquired about
the availability of these CPE
devices, wherein accused Anoop
admitted to procuring and sell-
ing CPE devices (old and new)

with Airtel branding in an open
market at a substantially lower
price. We further came to know
that he has been engaged in this
illicit activity for the past sever-
al months, and he had made a
significant amount of money
from the proceeds of the sale of
these CPE devices,” read the FIR.

“He even told us that he
does not have any fear of law and
the statutory authorities, as he
had been doing this for the past
several months and had not
been caught until now,” the FIR
added.

The person keeps the CPE
devices in Sultanpur and
Saidulajab, from where he sells
and dispatches these devices
for delivery, it said.

The complainant said the
man has been engaged in the
sale of its devices for the past sev-
eral months, police said.  On the
basis of the complaint, police
have filed a case under section
420 (cheating and dishonestly
inducing delivery of property) of
the IPC and are investigating the
matter.
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The scientific board of Trivedi Centre for
Political Data at the Ashoka University

has announced that it is dissolving itself
alleging that its founder and director Gilles
Verniers was “forced to leave”. The univer-
sity, however, said Verniers’s departure is due
to him not meeting the stringent criteria on
continuation of service.

The members of the scientific board
included former CEC SY Quraishi; Professor
of Indian Politics and Sociology at King’s
College London Christophe Jaffrelot;
Professor of Political Science, University of
Oslo, Francesca Jensenius; Senior Fellow and
Director of the South Asia Program,
Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, Milan Vaishnav; Mukulika Banerjee
(London School of Economics and Political
Science); Susan Ostermann (University of
Notre Dame) and Tariq Thachil ( University
of Pennsylvania).

After having left Ashoka, where he was
an Assistant Professor of Political Science,
Verniers is now Karl Loewenstein Visiting
Fellow at Amherst College in Massachusetts. 

“TCPD’s vibrant and important agen-
da, under the leadership of founding
Director Professor Gilles Verniers, is what
attracted each of us to serve on its Scientific
Board, and contribute to its intellectual mis-
sion. We now write to state our regret that
the Centre’s founder and director was
forced to leave, and that the university did
not inform the Centre’s scientific board
about decisions that affect not only the lead-

ership of the Centre but also its future as an
institution,” the scientific board said in an
Open letter.

The university also said some its cen-
tres and offices are planned to be integrat-
ed with the newly established Centre for
Data Sciences and Analytics (CDSA) in an
effort to enhance its data-driven capabilities
and fostering a readily accessible collection
of data sets. 

“The Trivedi Centre for Political Data
(TCPD) is among them, and TCPD’s pro-
posed integration with the new Centre has
been communicated to the TCPD Scientific
Board recently,” it said. The letter comes
weeks after a controversy at the university
following resignation of Assistant Professor
Sabyasachi Das after a controversy over his
research paper which argued that the BJP
won a disproportionate share of closely con-
tested parliamentary seats in 2019 Lok Sabha
polls, especially in states where it was the rul-
ing party at the time.
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Aam Aadmi Party’s national
Convener and Delhi’s Chief

Minister Arvind Kejriwal will
visit Punjab on Wednesday for
a three-day tour. 

During this tour from
September 13 to 15, Kejriwal will
participate in several important
programmes including inaugu-
rating the first School of
Eminence in Amritsar under the

education guarantee and
addressing the issues of Punjab’s
industrialists through a town
hall meeting.

Kejriwal will inaugurate the
‘School of Eminence’ on
September 13 in the presence of
CM Bhagwant Mann in
Amritsar under the ‘Education
Guarantee’ to provide quality
education to children. 

This will be the first ‘School
of Eminence’ in Punjab. In the

coming days, the AAP
Government will open 117 such
schools in the State. 

The inauguration will be fol-
lowed by Kejriwal and Mann
addressing the gathering.

Kejriwal and Mann will
hold a town hall meeting with
entrepreneurs on September 14
in Amritsar and Jalandhar and
on September 15 in Ludhiana
and Mohali, where the issues of
entrepreneurs will be discussed.
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Delhi Public Works Depart-
ment (PWD) Minister

Atishi on Tuesday said officials
of various departments are on
the ground to take stock of the
work needed in areas that did
not receive a facelift as part of the
G20 beautification drive.

Atishi inspected Press
Enclave road in south Delhi on
Tuesday morning. “Chief Minis-
ter Arvind Kejriwal promised
the people of Delhi that we will
beautify the entire national
Capital the way we did with sev-
eral areas during G20. We held
a review meeting and debriefing
with all the departments yester-
day. Today, all the departments
are on the ground and making
efforts to achieve the goal,” she
added.

Atishi on Monday said the
Delhi government will extend its
beautification efforts to all parts
of the national capital after G20
designated parts of the city wit-
nessed a facelift for the interna-
tional summit. In alignment
with the redesigning of G20-des-
ignated areas, the government
has embarked on a project to
revamp, beautify, and maintain
cleanliness in various other parts
of the city as well, she said.

On this occasion, the PWD

Minister directed officials to
pay attention to all the details in
the process of making roads bet-
ter and take every necessary step
to enhance their beauty. She also
instructed that the beautification
work related to the G-20 sum-
mit should be regularly main-
tained to ensure its quality. 

Atishi said that the govern-
ment will ensure that all roads
of Delhi become aesthetically
appealing with the presence of
greenery, lights, and sculptures
on the footpaths. We want to
provide the people of Delhi
with a world-class road experi-
ence so that they can have a
splendid experience while trav-
eling on the roads, she added.

Some of the directives
included blacktopping of roads
mandatory, road to be redesig-
ned as per the need and central
verges be made more beautiful
while street furniture should be
installed according to design and
location. The PWD Minister
stated that during the G-20
summit, everyone witnessed the
beauty of Delhi, and now we will
take that beauty to every corner
of Delhi, be it from Narela to
Tughlaqabad or from Najafgarh
to Shahdara; the Delhi
Government will transform the
roads of every nook and corner
of Delhi into world-class ones.
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Increasing climate change
conditions may spur infec-

tious diseases that can prove
deadly to humankind, finds an
alarming study published in the
scientific journal Ecography. 

The study echoes concerns
raised in a recently released G-
20 outcome document, where-
in India, also noted that climate
change will continue to drive
health emergencies, including
the emergence and re-emer-
gence of infectious diseases.

The new study detailed a
Europe-wide investigation on
the prevalence of protozoans,
bacteria and viruses potential-
ly pathogenic to humans and
domestic animals in birds and
bats in varying climatic condi-
tions. The prevalence of many
of these pathogens was associ-
ated with temperature or rain-

fall. It had compiled informa-
tion on the occurrence of over
75 pathogenic microbes across
Europe from almost 400 bird-
and 40 bat species. Combining
data on occurrence with cli-
matic factors revealed that the
occurrence of most pathogens
was associated with tempera-
ture or rainfall.

“In general, the occurrence
of pathogenic bacteria
increased in areas with a warm
and dry climate. On the other
hand, pathogenic viruses pre-
fer moist climates,” said lead
author Yanjie Xu from the
Finnish Museum of Natural
History, University of Helsinki

in Finland. The association
between climatic factors and
pathogens could be investi-
gated on the 17 pathogen taxa
with most data. The observed
associations varied.
“Temperature was positively
associated with occurrence of
avian flu virus, malaria -para-
site, and bacteria that cause
chlamydia, salmonella, Q-fever
and typhus in birds and bats,”
explains university lecturer
Arto Pulliainen from the
University of Turku Institute of
Biomedicine in Finland. 

Rainfall had both positive
and negative associations with
the occurrence of pathogens.
For instance, increasing rainfall
increased the probability for the
occurrence of Usutu-, Sindbis-
and avian flu viruses, as well as
that of the occurrence of sal-
monella bacteria. “Usutu- and
Sindbis- viruses are vectored by

mosquitoes, and rainfall can
increase the occurrence of wet-
lands favoured by mosquitoes. 

Similarly, avian flu and
salmonella are prevalent par-
ticularly in waterfowl, for
whom wetlands are also of
importance,” said academy
research fellow Thomas Lilley
from the Finnish Museum of
Natural History. In fact, the
WHO and partners are launch-
ing a global network to help
protect people from infectious
disease threats through the
power of pathogen genomics. 

The International
Pathogen Surveillance Network
(IPSN) will provide a platform
to connect countries and
regions, improving systems for
collecting and analyzing sam-
ples, using these data to drive
public health decision-mak-
ing, and sharing that informa-
tion more broadly.
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Confirming that the two
deaths in Kerala’s

Kozhikode have been caused by
Nipah virus, the Centre on
Tuesday rushed a team the
Southern State to take stock of
situation, assist the state govt in
virus management.

The samples of the patients
were sent to the National
Institute of Virology (NIV),
Pune soon after the State
Health authorities suspected
that the death were “unnatur-
al’ reported due to fever in
Kozhikode.

Union Health Minister
Mansukh Mandaviya said that
the deaths reported from
Kerala’s Kozhikode district
were caused by Nipah virus. “
A central team of experts has
been sent to Kerala to take
stock of situation and assist
state government in manage-
ment of the Nipah virus infec-
tion.” According to official
sources, samples of four more
people from Kerala have been
sent to the National Institute of
Virology in Pune to test for the
deadly virus. 
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Areport released by the
Association for

Democratic Reforms (ADR)
disclosed that among the 763
Members of Parliament (MPs)
examined, at least 306 ( at least
40 percent) of them have crim-
inal cases registered against
them.

Additionally, the report
revealed that 194 ( 25 per

cent) sitting MPs have declared
serious criminal cases includ-
ing cases related to murder,
attempt to murder, kidnap-
ping, crimes against women on
their self-sworn affidavits.

The ADR conducted this
analysis by studying the affi-
davits submitted by these MPs
before participating in their last
elections and any subsequent
bye-elections. 

These findings pertain to a
total of 776 seats in the Lok
Sabha and Rajya Sabha across
the nation. Among the mem-
bers of both Houses, 23 (79 per
cent) out of 29 MPs from
Kerala, 41 (73 per cent) out of
56 MPs from Bihar, 37 (57 per
cent) out of 65 MPs from
Maharashtra, 13(54 per cent)
out of 24 MPs from Telangana
and 5 (50 per cent) out of 10
MPs from Delhi have declared
criminal cases against them-
selves in their self-sworn affi-
davits, the ADR said. 

Furthermore, the report
pointed out that the BJP had
the highest number of MPs
with criminal cases against
them.

About 28 (50 per cent) out
of 56 MPs from Bihar, nine (38
per cent) out of 24 MPs from
Telangana, 10 (34 per cent) out
of 29 MPs from Kerala, 22(34
per cent) out of 65 MPs from
Maharashtra and 37 (34 per
cent) out of 108 MPs from
Uttar Pradesh have declared
serious criminal cases in their
self-sworn affidavits.

About 139(36 per cent)
out of 385 MPs from BJP, 43
(53 per cent) out of 81 MPs
from Congress, 14 (39 per
cent) out of 36 MPs from

TMC, 5(83 per cent) out of 6
MPs from RJD, 6(75 per cent)
out of 8 MPs from CPI(M),
3(27 per cent) out of 11 MPs
from AAP, 13(42 per cent) out
of 31 MPs from YSRCP and
3(38 per cent) out of 8 MPs
from NCP have declared crim-
inal cases against themselves in
their affidavits. 

About 98 (25 per cent) out
of 385 MPs from BJP, 26 (32
per cent) out of 81 MPs from
Congress, 7 (19 per cent) out of
36 MPs from TMC, 3(50 per
cent) out of 6 MPs from RJD,
2(25 per cent) out of 8 MPs
from CPI(M), 1 (9 per cent) out
of 11 MPs from AAP, 11(35 per
cent) out of 31 MPs from
YSRCP and 2(25 per cent) out
of 8 MPs from NCP have
declared serious criminal cases
in their affidavits.

Eleven sitting MPs have
declared cases related to mur-
der (Indian Penal Code
Section-302), 32 sitting MPs
have declared cases of attempt
to murder (IPC Section-307),
while 21 sitting MPs have
declared cases related to crimes
against women. 

Out of these 21 MPs, four
MPs have declared cases relat-
ed to rape (IPC Section-376).
The average worth of assets per
MP from Lok Sabha and Rajya
Sabha is �38.33 crore and 53
(seven per cent) are billionaires,
the ADR said.   

The state with the highest
average assets per MP is
Telangana (24 MPs) with aver-
age assets of �262.26 crore, fol-
lowed by Andhra Pradesh (36
MPs) with average assets of
�150.76 crore and Punjab (20
MPs) with average assets of
�88.94 crores. 

The state with the lowest
average assets of MPs is
Lakshadweep (1 MP) with
average assets of �9.38 lakh, fol-
lowed by Tripura (3 MPs) with
average assets of �1.09 crores
and Manipur (3 MPs) with
average assets of � 1.12 crore. 

Among the major parties,
the average assets per MP for
385 BJP MPs analysed is �18.31
crore, 81 Congress MPs have
average assets of �39.12 crore,
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Smoking not only causes about 90 per cent  of
all lung cancer deaths, but can also expedite

the ageing process, according to a study of near-
ly 500,000 people which was  presented at the
European Respiratory Society International
Congress in Milan, Italy recently.

It  showed that smoking shortens the end
fragments of chromosomes in the white blood
cells of our immune systems. “The length of
these end fragments, called telomeres, is an indi-
cator of how quickly we age and our cells’ abil-
ity to repair and regenerate. “Our study shows
that smoking status and cigarette quantity can
result in the shortening of leukocyte telomere
length, which is an indicator of tissue self-repair,
regeneration and ageing. 

In other words, smoking can accelerate the
process of ageing, while quitting may consid-
erably decrease the related risk,” said Siyu Dai,
Assistant Professor in the School of Clinical
Medicine at Hangzhou Normal University in
China.  Telomeres are lengths of repetitive DNA
sequences that protect the ends of chromosomes.
“Each time a cell divides, the telomeres become
slightly shorter, eventually becoming so short
that the cell can no longer divide successfully,
and it dies. 

This is part of the ageing process. “Telomere
length in white blood cells (called leukocytes)
has been linked previously to smoking, but, until
now, there has been little research into whether
smoking status and the quantity of cigarettes
smoked actually caused the shortening in
telomere length,” said Dai.

The researchers used genomic data from
472,174 UK Biobank participants, related to cur-
rent smokers, those who never smoked, and for
people who had smoked previously. They
found that current smoking status was statisti-
cally significantly associated with shorter leuko-
cyte telomere length, whereas previous smok-
ers and people who had never smoked didn’t
show significantly shorter leukocyte telomere
length. 

Among people who used to smoke, there
was a trend towards shorter telomere length, but
this was not statistically significant. People who
smoked the greater number of cigarettes had sig-
nificantly shorter leukocyte telomere length. 

“In summary, smoking may cause shorten-
ing of leukocyte telomere length, and more cig-
arettes smoked, the stronger the shortening
effect,” said Dai.
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At a gathering in Canada on
Sunday, Gurpatwant Singh

Pannun, the chief of the
banned US-based Sikhs for
Justice (SFJ) terror outfit, issued
threats against Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Union Home
Minister Amit Shah, External
Affairs Minister Jaishankar and
other top leaders of the coun-
try.

“This is a message to those
who assassinated Hardeep
Singh Nijjar. We are calling for
your critical death...Modi,
Jaishankar, (Ajit) Doval, (Amit)
Shah, we are coming for you,”
Pannun is purportedly heard
saying in a video. 

Khalistani terrorist
Hardeep Singh Nijjar, wanted
by the Indian government, was
killed in a targeted shooting in

Canada’s Surrey in June this
year. A Khalistani referendum
was organised in Surrey,
Vancouver at the Guru Nanak
Singh Gurudwara. The so-
called referendum coincided
with the concluding session of
the G20 summit held in New
Delhi and Pannu’s video was
played at the event.   

At the event attended
reportedly by an estimated
5,000 to 7,000 people, Pannu
gave a provocative speech
against India and spoke of
“Balkanising” the nation.
Pannu’s radical exhortation
came on a day Prime Minister
Narednra Modi raised con-
cern over anti-India activities
in Canada with his Canadian
counterpart Justin Trudeau
who was on the weekend for
the G20 summit.

In his recent talks with
Canada Prime Minister Justin

Trudeau on the sidelines of the
G20 Summit, PM Narendra
Modi had raised concerns
about anti-India activities of
extremist elements in that
country. “PM Modi conveyed
our strong concerns about con-
tinuing anti-India activities of
extremist elements in Canada. 

They are promoting seces-
sionism and inciting violence
against Indian diplomats, dam-
aging diplomatic premises, and
threatening the Indian com-
munity in Canada and their
places of worship,” the Ministry
of External Affairs (MEA) said.

Meanwhile, when asked
about extremist activities in
Canada, Justin Trudeau said
that his country will always
defend freedom of peaceful
protest, but at the same time
asserted that it will always pre-
vent violence and push back
against hatred.  
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In a move that aims to address
the unmet needs of patients

across low-and middle-income
countries where antimicrobial
resistance is spreading fast,
India based drug manufactur-
er, Orchid Pharma Ltd has
inked a pact with the WHO-
constituted Global Antibiotic
Research & Development
Partnership (GARDP) to man-
ufacture cefiderocol, an antibi-
otic to treat certain Gram-neg-
ative infections.

Gram-negative bacteria
cause infections including
pneumonia, bloodstream infec-
tions, wound or surgical site
infections, and meningitis in
healthcare settings. Gram-neg-
ative bacteria are resistant to
multiple drugs and are increas-

ingly resistant to most available
antibiotics. To tackle these
growing threats, Cefiderocol
was approved by the US Food
and Drug Administration in
2019 and the European
Medicines Agency in 2020, and
it is on the WHO Model List of
Essential Medicines. GARDP
was created by the WHO and
Drugs for Neglected Diseases
initiative (DNDi) in 2016 to
ensure developing new treat-
ments for drug-resistant infec-
tions that pose the greatest
threat to health. 

The agreement is a critical
step in an ambitious project by
Shionogi & Co. Ltd. (Shionogi),
GARDP, and the Clinton
Health Access Initiative (CHAI)
that aims to provide cefidero-
col available in 135 countries
(about 70% of countries world-

wide, including those with the
highest antimicrobial resistance
-AMR burden), none of which
currently has access. Based on
these agreements, CHAI will
facilitate the technology trans-
fer process between Shionogi
and Orchid Pharma. Shionogi
will convey essential informa-
tion for the manufacture of
cefiderocol to Orchid Pharma. 

“Manish Dhanuka,
Managing Director of Orchid
Pharma, one of the world’s
leading manufacturers of
cephalosporin antibiotics said
that this will ensure manufac-
turing affordable and quality-
assured cefiderocol.  “Access is
one of the least talked about
issues in the global AMR crisis.
This is not just a global market
failure but also a public health
failure,” added Manica

Balasegaram, Executive
Director of GARDP, according
to a statement here.

“We can effectively offset
the burden of antibiotic resis-
tance by reducing the access gap
between high- and lower-
income countries so that the
right antibiotics are affordable
and available for appropriate
use...” Orchid was selected fol-
lowing a rigorous vetting
process led by CHAI with
GARDP.  The manufacturing
sublicense agreement has
important access, environ-
mental, and stewardship pro-
visions, including cost-plus
pricing, with a commitment to
lower the costs based on vol-
umes to help keep the product
affordable for patients and
health systems in low-resource
settings.
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With an aim to check the
potential misuse of postal

ballot facility extended to vot-
ers on poll duty, the Ministry
of Law and Justice has issued a
notification changing Conduct
of Electoral Rules,  allowing
people to cast their vote at des-
ignated facilitation centres only
and do not keep the ballot
papers with them for a long
time. 

With the amendment com-
ing into force on August 23,
voters on poll duty in upcom-
ing assembly elections in
Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh,
Mizoram, Madhya Pradesh
and Telangana will now vote at
the facilitation centres. As per
notification, a new section 18A

has been added in the rules. It
states that “Notwithstanding
anything in this Part, a voter on
election duty shall receive his
postal ballot, record his vote
thereon in accordance with
this Part and return the same
at the facilitation centre as
specified, in writing, by the
returning officer.” 

The Election Commission
(EC) had in September last year
recommended to the Union
law ministry to tweak the
Conduct of Election Rules,
1961 to ensure that voters on
poll duty cast their vote at voter
facilitation centre located where
they are deployed.   The EC was
of the view that if a postal bal-
lot remains with a voter for a
long time, the person could be
highly susceptible to undue

influence, threats, bribery and
other unethical means by can-
didates or political parties. 

Official sources had earli-
er said the poll panel had
observed in the previous elec-
tions that the voters on election
duty who are provided postal
ballot do not cast their vote at
voter facilitation centres but
take their postal ballot with
them since they have time to
cast postal ballot till 8 am of the
counting day according to elec-
tion law and relevant rules. 

The standard policy of
Commission provides that vot-
ers on election duty are
deployed to a constituency
other than their home con-
stituency to manage and super-
vise polling at the allotted
polling stations.
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The CBI informed a Delhi
court on Tuesday that the

requisite sanctions to prosecute
former Railway Minister Lalu
Prasad in a case related to an
alleged land-for-job scam has
been received from authorities
concerned.  The agency told
Special Judge Geetanjali Goel
that the sanction with respect
to the three other accused was
still awaited. 

The judge noted the sub-
missions and posted the mat-
ter for further hearing on
September 21.  The CBI had on
July 3 filed a chargesheet
against the 75-year-old RJD
chief and his other family
members. He is out on bail in
this case as well as in fodder
scam cases. 

“It is submitted that sanc-
tion has been received qua
accused Lalu Prasad Yadav
and the same has been placed
on record. However, sanction
in respect of three other per-

sons i.E. Maheep Kapur, Manoj
Pande and Dr PL Bankar is
awaited and it is submitted that
the same is likely to be received
within one week. Put up for
same on September 21, 2023,”
the judge said on Tuesday.
Special Judge Geetanjali Goel
granted the CBI time after the
central probe agency made a
prayer to that effect. 

The July 3 charge sheet
was against Lalu Prasad, his
wife and former Bihar Chief
Minister Rabri Devi, and their
son and the State’s Deputy
Chief Minister Tejashwi Yadav
in connection with the alleged
scam.  It was the second charge
sheet filed by the CBI in the

case but the first in which
Tejashwi Yadav has been
named as an accused.  Besides
the three members of the Yadav
family, the CBI also named 14
individuals and entities in the
charge sheet. 

The accused have been
charged under Indian Penal
Code sections related to crim-
inal conspiracy, cheating and
others in addition to provisions
of the Prevention of
Corruption Act. 

The case pertains to
Group-D appointments made
in Western Central Zone based
in Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh
during Lalu Prasad’s tenure as
the railway minister from 2004
to 2009 in return for land
parcels gifted or transferred by
the recruits in the name of RJD
supremo’s family or associates,
according to officials.  

The agency registered the
case on May 18, 2022 against
Lalu Prasad and 15 others
including his wife, two daugh-
ters, and unidentified public
servants and private persons. 
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In a record of sorts, CBI
Director Praveen Sood has

visited 51 out of 58 branches
of the agency across the coun-
try within 108 days of taking
charge, with the remaining
seven likely to be covered in
the next one month.

Sood took over as the CBI
Chief on May 25 and he
embarked on a mission to
gain a first hand understand-
ing of the agency’s operations
at the unit level by visiting the
branches, officials said.

Sood’s visits included per-
sonal interactions with all staff
members, listening to their
concerns and seeking ideas
besides even breaking bread
with them. 

These sessions have been
fruitful in terms of identifica-
tion of “ground realities” about
the CBI’s functioning across
the country and the attitudinal
state of mind of the personnel,
the officials said. They said the
agency boss was apprised of

the issues like servicing of
summons, gathering intelli-
gence, handling complainants,
conducting traps and shortage
of staff, during these sessions.
Even the lowest rung officials
were given the opportunity to
interact with him.

Dismissive of the “top-
down approach”, the Director
banks on the first-hand infor-
mation about the issues faced
by the agency at ground level.

Sood, a former Director
General of Police of
Karnataka, who has not pre-
viously served on Central dep-
utation, has made it a point to
visit each of the 58 branches of
the CBI by October 15, they
said.

These visits in the initial
months of taking charge could
act as a catalyst in formulation
of policies and bringing
administrative reforms within
the agency during his tenure at
the agency to maximize the
professional efficiency of the
premiere anti-corruption
body.  
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The Congress on Tuesday
accused the BJP of making

the “Parliament a one-sided
partisan thing” amid reports
that the ruling party’s poll
symbol “Lotus” is being print-
ed on the new uniform for
Parliament staff.

The party alongwith other
Opposition parties also
opposed the lowering of import
duty on American apples,
claiming it would prove detri-
mental to apple growers of
Himachal Pradesh and Jammu
and Kashmir. 

They demanded an imme-
diate withdrawal of the report-
ed order to reduce import duty
on American apples, saying it
would destroy the economy of
Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal
Pradesh and Uttarakhand.
Congress whip in Lok Sabha
Manickam Tagore questioned
why the ‘Lotus’ was being
added and not a tiger or a pea-

cock, the national animal and
the national bird respectively.
“Why is the government not
ready to put Tiger in the
Parliament staff ’s dress,
because Tiger is the national
animal.  

Why are they not ready to
put the Peacock, which is the
national bird, in the dress?
But they chose to put the Lotus
in the dress code of the
Parliamentary staff, because
the BJP’s symbol is the Lotus,”
Tagore said in a statement.

“How cheap they are.  They did
it in G20 also. Now also they
are doing it and saying it is the
national flower. 

This kind of pettiness is not
right. Hope the BJP grows up
and not make the Parliament a
one-sided partisan thing,” he
alleged. Tagore said the
Parliament is becoming a part
of a party’s symbol. 

The opposition party
alleged that Prime Minister
Narendra Modi was giving a
“gift” to the United States by

reducing the import duty while
doing injustice to farmers of the
country engaged in apple cul-
tivation. 

“What happened to the
slogan of ‘vocal for local’? Why
is the prime minister trying to
please the Americans by offer-
ing concessions?” Congress
spokesperson Supriya Shrinate
said at a press conference at the
AICC headquarters. 

According to reports, days
before US President Joe Biden’s
bilateral with Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in New Delhi
ahead of the G20 Summit, the
Centre announced the removal
of additional duties on about
half a dozen US products,
including apples, walnuts,
almonds and lentils.

National Conference leader
Omar Abdullah and PDP pres-
ident Mehbooba Mufti also
appealed to the Centre to
reconsider its decision to
remove the additional duty on
apples, walnuts and almonds
imported from the US.
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New Delhi: The Supreme
Court on Tuesday referred a
batch of pleas challenging the
constitutional validity of sedi-
tion charges (IPC 124A) to 5-
judge Constitution Bench.

A bench headed by Chief
Justice DY Chandrachud
declined the Centre’s request to
defer the issue of reference to
a larger bench as Parliament is
in the process of re-enacting
the provisions of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) and the Bill
has now been placed before a
standing committee. 

“We are not inclined to
accept the request for deferring
the consideration of  constitu-
tional challenge in these batch
of matters for more than one
reason,” said the bench, also
comprising Justices JB
Pardiwala and Manoj Misra.

The bench observed that
Section 124A (sedition) of IPC
continues to remain on statute
book, and even if new Bill
becomes a law, there is a pre-
sumption that any new law in
the penal statute will have
prospective and not retrospec-
tive effect. PNS
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The Block Level Officer
(BLO) will visit from home

to home to improve the
Electoral Population (EP) ratio
and add to the voters aged 18-
19 years in the electoral list. In
view of the parliamentary elec-
tion scheduled to be conduct-
ed next year, the district elec-
toral office has started its
preparations to finalise the
electoral list. 

Reviewing the revision
work of the electoral list on
Monday at the auditorium in
the office of divisional commis-
sioner here, the District
Magistrate and District
Electoral Officer (DM/DEO) S
Rajalingam directed the
Electoral Returning Officers
(EROs) and Assistant EROs to
focus on adding to the new
voters aged 18-19 years in
the electoral lists and also
improve the EP ratio. This
work should be completed at
the earliest. 

The BLO should visit from
home to home and pay special
attention on Form No-6&7, the
DM directed, adding that the

BLO should pay attention to
improve the EP ratio and also
add to the new voters in the
voters’ lists. 

The DM directed the EROs
and AEROs to discharge the
duty of adding to the names of
new voters aged 18-19 years in

the voter’s lists and deleting the
replicate or displaced voters
from the lists. 

The EP ratio should be
from 60 to 65 per cent but
when he asked the AERO of
the assembly constituencies
about this, the EP ratio of

maximum was found more
than 70 per cent and the
District Magistrate took a seri-
ous note of it and asked the
Additional District Magistrate
-E/Dy DEO to withhold their
one day salary and seek clari-
fication from them. 
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Commissioner of Railway
Safety (CRS), NE Circle,

Manoj Arora conducted the
safety inspection of the third
newly-constructed electrified
line between Gorakhpur Cantt-
Kusumbhi railway section of
North Eastern Railway (NER),
along with Chief
Administrative Officer
(Construction) of NER SC
Srivastava, Divisional Railway
Manager (DRM) of Varanasi
Division (NER) Vineet Kumar
Srivastava and other senior
NER officers on Monday.

In order to upgrade the
passenger facilities and expand
the infrastructure for ease of
operation on the route, Arora
also completed speed trials by
his special CRS train success-
fully, touching a maximum
speed of 120 km per hour on
this newly-constructed third
electrified line. Later, the CRS
inspected a major bridge (num-
ber 176) between Gorakhpur
Junction and Gorakhpur Cantt
stations.

In the beginning, Arora
inspected the safety records,
yard plan, station working rule,
platform clearance, point cross-
ing, signalling, fouling mark,
panel interlocking, as per the
standards of the third new
electrified railway line at
Gorakhpur Cantt railway sta-
tion. Then he did a thorough
inspection of the battery room,
relay room, trailing point etc of
the line connecting Gorakhpur
Cantt and Kusumbhi railway
stations and tested the efficien-
cy of safety work by asking safe-
ty related questions to the sta-

tion master.
Thereafter, the CRS

reached curvature numbers
3A and 3B by motor trolley and
measured the centripetal accel-
eration at the indent and over-
head traction of the curve.
Then Arora reached bridge
number 173 and bridge num-
ber 175 A and checked their
foundations, pillars, approach-
es, girders, concrete blocks,
fittings and maintenance etc.
He also conducted a safety
inspection of level crossing
gate number 115C and tested
the safety knowledge of the gate
man.  

Later, the CRS reached
point number 202A of
Kusumbhi railway station and
did a gauge test of the point and
microscopic inspection of
coordination with other points.
Along with this, he also

checked the connectivity of
the new third line with the run-
ning and siding lines of
Kusumbhi station and inspect-
ed the new yard plan, station
working rule, station panel,
points and crossings and newly
installed signals.

With the completion of
this project, Gorakhpur Cantt
station will be developed as a
satellite station. The number of
lines and platforms will
increase and more trains will be
able to run from the station.
Construction of the third line
will result in expansion of line
capacity, which will result in
movement of more trains,
improvement in punctuality
of trains and increase in pas-
senger satisfaction. 

Along with this, there will
also be a reduction in the
movement time of goods trains

running on this railway section,
which will prove useful for
traders.

Senior officers who were
also present were ADRM
(Infra) Rahul Srivastava, Chief
Engineers (Construction) SK
Kannaujiya and Akhilek
Kumar Tripathi, Chief
Electrical Design Engineer
(Construction) Suresh Kumar,
Chief Signal and
Telecommunication Engineer
(Construction) Neelabh
Mahesh, Senior Divisional
Engineer (Coordination)
Rakesh Ranjan, Senior
Divisional Operations Manager
AP Singh, Senior Divisional
Safety Officer Balendra Paul,
Senior Divisional Electrical
Engineer (Traction) RN Singh
and Senior Divisional Signal
and Telecommunication
Engineer Yashveer Singh.
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AG20 domestic outreach
event was organised on

the theme ‘G20 Sustainable
Finance Working Group:
Towards Strong, Sustainable,
Balanced, and Inclusive growth
(SSBIG)’ at Banaras Hindu
University (BHU) here on
Tuesday on the eve of the 4th
G20 Sustainable Finance
Working Group (SFWG)
Meeting in the city. 

The welcome address in
the domestic outreach event
was given by Dr Balu
Kenchappa, Regional Director,
Reserve Bank of India (RBI),
Lucknow. The keynote address
was delivered by Geetu Joshi,
Adviser, Ministry of Finance,
Government of India. In her
keynote address, she highlight-
ed the key outcomes of the G20
leaders’ summit held in New
Delhi recently, viz, achieving
strong, sustainable, balanced,
and inclusive growth, acceler-
ating progress on sustainable
development goals (SDGs),
green development pact for a
sustainable future, developing
multilateral institutions for the
21st century, technological
transformation and digital pub-
lic infrastructure, and gender
equality and empowering all
women and girls. The G20
event had two sessions with
session-I comprising experi-
ence sharing presentations on
the theme ‘Scaling up Social

Impact Investment in India’.
The presentations were on
social stock exchange by
Abhishek Rozatkar, AGM,
SEBI and on development
impact bond by Vijaylakshmi
Saxena, CFO, Educate Girls
respectively. Session-II com-
prised a panel discussion on all
the priority areas of the G20
SFWG. The panel discussion
was moderated by Brij Raj,
Chief General Manager, RBI.
The panelists comprised Dr

Dhruba Purkayastha, India
Director, CPI, Ashwini Kumar
Tewari, MD, SBI and Roshika
Singh, Senior Country Officer,
India - IFC. The panelists
offered rich insights from their
vast experience on the topic
and gave several useful sugges-
tions on the priority areas of the
G20 SFWG ie ‘mechanisms
for mobilisation of timely and
adequate resources for climate
finance’, ‘enabling finance for
the SDGs’ and ‘capacity build-

ing of the ecosystem for financ-
ing toward sustainable develop-
ment’ respectively. 

The G20 event was highly
interactive and attended by
over 250 participants. Officials
from the Ministry of Finance,
Government of India and RBI,
etc participated in the event.
The event also had participa-
tion from commercial banks,
small finance banks, NBFCs,
etc apart from the faculty and
PG students of BHU.
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Four motorcycle-borne mis-
creants looted a cash van

near Axis Bank and killed the
guard around 12 noon on
Tuesday. A cash van was stand-
ing near the bank located in
Badli Katra locality under Katra
Kotwali police station for
depositing the cash when the
miscreants shot the guard and
fled with a box of cash. To cre-
ate an atmosphere of terror
miscreants opened fire as a
result of which three civilians
suffered bullet injuries. On
information the police reached
the spot, brought the injured to
the hospital where the doctors
declared the guard Jay Singh as
brought dead and started the
treatment of the injured. The
condition of the injured was
out of danger, last reports
received here said. The injured
were identified as Bahadur Lal
Gaud (45) of Vindhyachal,
Akhilesh Kumar(35) of Padari
and Rajneesh Maurya of
Bisundarpur under Dehat
Kotwali police station. DIG
RP Singh and other authorities
visited the spot.

DRIVE: Under a special 10
days drive to control tax eva-
sion and overloading a team led
by ADM (Finance and
Revenue) Shiv Pratap Shukla
took action against 52 vehicles
till Monday. Giving details
Senior Mines Officer
Shailendra Singh said 10 vehi-
cles found flouting rules had
been handed over to police cus-
tody at different police stations
and online  challan of 42 vehi-
cles was done through mCheck
App. He claimed that Rs 36.50
lakh will be realised as revenue

related to different depart-
ments. 

RESHUFFLE: In a big
reshuffle on Monday most of
the police stations in the district
got new incharges.
Superintendent of Police (SP)
Abhinandan posted Bal
Mukund Mishra from Police
Lines to SHO (City Kotwali),
SHO (City Kotwali) Arvind
Mishra was transferred as SHO
(Vindhyachal Kotwali). SHO
(Vindhyachal Kotwali) Arvind
Pandey was transferred to the
crime branch along with SHO
(Dehat Kotwali) Brijesh Singh.
SHO Madihan Shailesh Rai
was sent to Dehat Kotwali as
SHO and SO Jamalpur
Veerendra Singh was trans-
ferred as SO Padari. Besides,
SO Padari Ajit Srivastava was
transferred to Lalganj police
station as SO and Arvind Saroj
from crime branch to Chilh
police station as SO. Ravindra
Bhushan Maurya has been
transferred as SO Kachhawaan
from Police Lines and SO
Kachhawaan Ram Swaroop
Varma was sent to the crime
branch. Raj Kumar Singh post-
ed in the IGRS cell was made
SO Adalhat while SHO Adalhat
Vijay Kumar Chaurasiya was
transferred to Madihan police
station as SHO. SO Santnagar
Ram Narain was made SO
Jamalpur. SO Ahraura Kumud
Shekhar was transferred to the
crime branch and SO Chilh
Samar Bahadur was made the
SO Santnagar.

RECOVERED: Under a
eight- day-long drive in view of
festival of Krishna
Janmashtami the range police
nabbed 126 persons and recov-
ered liquor worth more than Rs

6 lakh. In compliance with the
order of the police headquar-
ters the police under the range
conducted the drive against
storage, transportation, sale
and manufacture of illegal
liquor under the direction of
DIG (Police) RP Singh and
raided the possible spots. The
police nabbed habitual crimi-
nals and recovered liquor on a
large scale. DIG RP Singh
directed the cops to keep con-
tinue action against illegal
trade of liquor and ensure that
no such activity should comes
to notice.

ARRESTED: In the joint
operation of Kachhawaan
police station and SOG the
police arrested a criminal car-
rying a reward of Rs 25,000 on
Monday. On being informed
about the presence of a hard-
core criminal in the area, the
Kachhawan police took the
help of the SOG and raided the
place. 

On seeing the police the
criminal opened fire but in
retaliation of the police he got
injured and was caught. After
arresting him the police admit-
ted him to the hospital and is
under medical treatment. As
per the police the criminal is
involved in the illegal trade of
liquor and is an accused in sev-
eral cases, including opening
fire on the cops of Nokha
police station, Rohtas district of
Bihar. 

After the arrest the police
recovered a motorcycle, a
countrymade gun and three
empty cartridges. The accused
was identified as Anil
Chaudhary of Kuraaich under
Sasaram Town police station,
Rohtas district, Bihar. 
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Anurag Tripathi took charge
as Principal Chief

Personnel Officer (PCPO)
North Central Railway (NCR),
here on Monday. He is an
IRPS officer and belongs to
Civil Services 1997 examina-
tion batch.

Tripathi started his railway
service as assistant personnel
officer (APO), Jhansi, Central
Railway. 

He attained his early edu-
cation from Government Inter
College, Faizabad, and there-
after obtained bachelor’s degree
from Allahabad University and
master’s degree from Jawaharlal
Nehru University.

Prior to joining as Principal
Chief Personnel Officer
Tripathi was working as secre-
tary in the Central Board of
Secondary Education.

He has earlier served as
senior divisional personnel
officer (SDPO)/Bhopal,
SDPO/New Delhi and
Principal, Oak Grove School,
Mussoorie.
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Three bike-borne assailants
shot dead a 60-year-old

retired roadways employee out-
side his house in Akaripur vil-
lage of Pratapgarh allegedly
over old enmity, police said.

Following the incident, an
FIR has been lodged against
Durgesh Pandey of Dhaurhara
and two unknown persons at
Aspur Devsara police station
on the complaint of victim’s
son. The police said deceased
Shyam Shankar Tiwari was
returning home from a temple
around 9:30 pm when three
men on a bike, who arrived
from Narangpur area, inter-
cepted him near his residence
and fired three bullets.

On hearing gunshots, fam-
ily members of the victim,
including his son Shubham

Kumar Tiwari alias Lalla,
rushed to the spot. But by then,
the assailants had managed to
escape towards Dayalganj
Bazar road.

They took Tiwari to a hos-
pital where the doctors
declared him dead. The police
have begun a probe though no
arrests have been made so far.

JUDICIAL COMMIT-
TEE: The Allahabad High
Court clarified that president of
Oudh Bar Association (OBA),
Lucknow will also be a mem-
ber of the judicial committee,
constituted by the court in the
wake of the ongoing agitation
of lawyers to redress their
grievances. Earlier in an order
dated September 9, 2023, the
high court had directed that the
judicial committee will com-
prise three sitting judges of the
Allahabad High Court —

Justice Manoj Kumar Gupta
(chairman), Justice Rajan Roy
and Justice Mohd Faiz Alam
Khan. It also includes the advo-
cate general of Uttar Pradesh or
his nominee, chairman, Bar
Council of Uttar Pradesh and
president, High Court Bar
Association.

The court had constituted
this judicial committee to
address the grievance of the
lawyers regarding the
police cane charge incident of
Hapur.

The court also directed
that it be informed about the
actions taken on the first infor-
mation report (FIR) lodged by
the lawyers against the police
personnel in respect of the
incident. On September 11 a
division bench comprising
Chief Justice Pritinker Diwaker
and Justice Mahesh Chandra

Tripathi said, “In order dated
September 9, we had included
president of Allahabad High
Court Bar Association as its
member, which included the
president of Oudh Bar
Association, Lucknow, as was
our intent, however, to remove
any scope for confusion in
this regard, we explicitly pro-
vide that president of Oudh Bar
Association, Lucknow would
also be a member of the said
committee.”  The police had
allegedly lathicharged lawyers
on August 29 at Hapur district
court when they were protest-
ing the registration of a case
against a woman advocate and
her father around a week ago.
The lawyers across the state, on
a call given by the Bar Council
of Uttar Pradesh have been
boycotting the judicial work
since then.
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As many as six school chil-
dren sustained minor

injuries when the driver of the
bus of a private school under
Kokhraj police station of
Kaushambi drove the vehicle
into a small pit in an attempt to
stop it after the brakes failed. A
total of 60 kids were on board
the bus.

Upon being alerted, a team
of Kokhraj police rushed to the
spot on the road near Tarsaura
village and carried out a rescue
operation.

Additional SP (Kaushambi)
Samar Bahadur said: “Six chil-
dren sustained minor injuries
and were given first aid at a
local hospital. Eyewitnesses
have told the police that 60
children had a narrow escape
after the bus driver drove the
vehicle into a small pit to stop
it after its brakes failed.”

The police said that the bus
driver, identified as Ram

Lakhan, had picked up kids
from Hisampur Paraskhi,
Tadhar and Harsaura villages to
take them to the school. As it
reached near Tarsaura village,
the driver noticed that brakes
of the bus were not function-
ing and drove it in reverse gear
towards a small pit with an
objective to stop it. The driver's
trick worked and the bus
stopped after jerking. Half-a-
dozen kids, including Janhnavi,
Riya, Kalpana, Shivani, Shikha,
and Shakshi, sustained minor
injuries in the incident.

MAN DIES: A 28-years-
old man who had gone to
work from Bharatganj, nagar
panchayat of Manda police
station area here died in
Gujarat due to sudden chest
pain. When the body was
brought to the native village by
family members, there was
mourning in the house.

Irfan Ahmed of Ward 5
Garopur Mohalla of Bharatganj
Nagar Panchayat of Manda

police station area, used to
work in a private company
while living in Gandhidham,
Gujarat. On Sunday morning
when he reached his room
from the company after night
shift he suddenly started hav-
ing chest pain. He was admit-
ted to a nearby hospital for
treatment by his friends. But
Irfan died within a short while.
The deceased was the youngest
among five brothers.

In another incident, a man
died after being hit by a train
on the Delhi Via Howrah rail-
way line in Manda police sta-
tion area. On getting the infor-
mation the police reached the
spot and took possession of the
body and sent it for the post-
mortem.

According to information
track man Shivshankar Patel
saw the body of a young man
on the down line of Delhi
Howrah railway line near
Garetha village of Manda police
station area at night. He imme-

diately sent this information
along with a memo to Manda
GRP. GRP incharge Bharat
Bhushan Tiwari informed the
Manda police about the inci-
dent.

On information Dighia
outpost incharge Ashish Yadav
reached the spot with the police
team. The police identified the
deceased as Sanjay Mishra (37),
from the Aadhaar card found
in his pocket and informed the
family. 

The body was brought to
the police outpost there. After
the panchnama it was sent for
post-mortem. The deceased
was the younger of the two
brothers and unmarried.
According to family members,
Sanjay had gone out to Dighia
market for shopping in the
afternoon. When he did not
reach home at night, they start-
ed searching for him. The fam-
ily members were shocked
when the policemen informed
about his death at night. 

PRAYAGRAJ (PNS): The stu-
dents selected in the UP PCS J
2022 examination were felici-
tated by the Law Academy
here. The candidates selected in
PCS J shared their experiences.
The Law Academy students,
Aishwarya Yadav, Satyabhama
Kaushiki, Pawan Sharma,
Preeti Shukla, Bushra Naz
Ansari, Karishma Yadav, Srishti
Shukla, Khushboo Sharma,
Subuk Muskaan etc were hon-
oured with mementos by the
chief guest, retired district
judge RC Mishra, who said it

is a matter of joy that the Law
Academy provides complete
curriculum for the preparation
of judicial services. On the
occasion selected students of
the institute, Ankit Baranwal,
Shruti Singh Ratanjit Jaiswal,

Akshay Kumar, Vishnu Verma,
Vijendra Swaroop, Anjali Singh
Vivashan Prakash, S. Anand,
Ashutosh Singh, Shubham
Malviya, Fauzia Jahan,
Satyendra Mishra etc were pre-
sent. Director JP Pandey said a

total of 27 students of the
institute have been selected in
the UP PCS J examination.
Pandey congratulated the stu-
dents for their success and
asked them to discharge their
duty as good judicial officers.
Deepali Singh conducted the
function. Apart from the select-
ed students who had come to
the institute, their parents and
Dr Amit Mishra, Dr Purnendu
Mishra, Dr Lovelesh Singh,
Srishti Yadav, Rishika Singh,
Ashutosh Kumar and Vivek
Sharma etc were also present.
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Physiotherapists and chi-
ropractors are skilled
professionals who play a

crucial role in supporting
your musculoskeletal health.
Though both techniques
focus on managing pain, they
differ in their approaches.
While Chiropractors primar-
ily target the musculoskeletal
system through manual
manipulation techniques,
Physiotherapists address
physical impairments and
disabilities via exercises and
manual therapy to enhance
physical function.
The Unique Approach

Physiotherapists excel in
optimising physical move-
ment, employing tailored
exercises and manual thera-
py to address impairments
and disabilities. Their exper-
tise extends beyond treating
pain, encompassing various
domains like cardiac rehabil-
itation, respiratory condi-
tions, and elder care. On the
other hand, chiropractors
specialise in diagnosing and
treating neuromuscular prob-
lems, primarily focusing on
manual manipulation tech-
niques to alleviate pain and
correct misalignments.
Shared Objectives

Physiotherapy and chiro-

practic care have similar
objectives: easing pain,
enhancing movement, and
boosting overall health. The
decision between the two
depends on your specific
condition and treatment pref-
erences. Physiotherapists offer
tailored exercises to improve
strength and flexibility
Postural Correction: Phy-
siotherapy can address and
correct poor posture, which is
often a result of habits or
imbalances. Through exercis-
es and techniques, physio-
therapists can help individu-
als improve their posture,
relieving associated discom-
fort and preventing long-
term musculoskeletal issues.

Manual Therapy: Man-
ual physical therapy is ideal
for addressing soft tissue
issues and enhancing the
mobility of joints, nerves,
and soft tissues

Recovery from Stroke:
Physiotherapists also assist
stroke patients in strengthen-

ing affected body parts,
enhancing balance, and refin-
ing movement to aid recovery

Manage Lifestyle Dis-
orders: Targeted physiother-
apy exercises and education
can help manage lifestyle dis-
orders, such as diabetes and
osteoporosis besides helping
prevent further complica-
tions. Chiropractic care also
offers several advantages, such
as:
Posture Correction: Chiro-
practic treatment may help
correct poor posture, especial-
ly due to prolonged sitting
Spinal and Joint Mani-
pulation: It helps correct
misalignments and relieves
pain through targeted adjust-
ments.
Nervous System Enhance-
ment: It promotes overall
health by optimising nervous
system function
Non-invasive Treatment: It is
the safest non-surgical option
for treating musculoskeletal
conditions.
Making an Informed
Decision: Selecting the right
therapy significantly impacts
health and well-being. By
understanding the distinc-
tions and benefits of each
approach, individuals can
embark on a path towards

improved vitality and quali-
ty of life. The key lies in find-
ing the therapy that aligns
best with personal needs and
preferences, ensuring a fulfill-
ing journey towards
enhanced well-being.
Choosing the Right Therapy

Those comfortable with
manual manipulation may
opt for chiropractic care,
whereas individuals seeking a
diverse range of treatment
techniques may favour phys-
iotherapy. When the chances
of injuries are relatively less.

Physiotherapy and chiro-
practic care both have their
special techniques to help
with muscle and joint health.
Whether you choose manu-
al therapy or manual manip-
ulation techniques, the ulti-
mate goal remains the same.
With the right knowledge,
you can confidently embrace
the therapy that resonates
most with your needs, thus,
unlocking the potential for a
healthier and more vibrant
life. Nowadays people do
short courses and claim
themselves chiropractic while
should be discouraged.

(The writer is 
HOD-Physiotherapy, Primus

Super Speciality Hospital, 
New Delhi)
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ly relieved from engagement in non-teach-
ing governmental activities. This will
prevent them from having to resign from
areas where they are currently obligated
to perform non-teaching duties.

Mohammad Taukir | Champaran

��������	��
�����������
Sir — The inclusion of the African Union
in the G20 is a commendable step that is
poised to provide a significant boost to the
African continent. This move grants the
African Union, comprising 55 member
states, a status on par with that of the
European Union. Africa is blessed with
abundant resources, but it has struggled
with political stability, which has hindered
human development.

With the support of the G20, we hope
that the African Union, both collectively
and individually within each member
country, will strive to establish democra-
tic governance and administrative stabil-
ity. The African continent has witnessed
a series of coups since 2020, affecting
countries such as Gabon, Niger, Mali, and
Burkina Faso. Each coup has been driven
by unique local issues, but they all exploit-
ed the frustration of millions of Africans
who perceived the military as a preferable

alternative to their failing governments.
Many civilian leaders have clung to

power through election rigging and the
elimination of term limits, stifling oppo-
sition voices. The cost of living has soared
due to various factors, including the
Ukraine war, causing many Africans to
lose faith in the democratic process.
Consequently, there is a growing pro-mil-
itary sentiment, which reflects the dissat-
isfaction with existing governments.

Studies of coups, both during the Cold
War era and the post-Cold War era, reveal
that military governments have per-
formed poorly in both economic and polit-
ical arenas. They have struggled to con-
trol terrorist organizations, particularly in
the Sahel region. In light of the African
Union's inclusion in the G20, the interna-
tional community must play a pivotal role
in promoting democratic values in Africa.
Simultaneously, African nations will ben-
efit from observing well-managed democ-
racies and administrations within the
majority of G-20 countries, offering them
valuable learning experiences.

Arka Goswami | Durgapur
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Sir — In the aftermath of violent Hindu-
Muslim clashes in Pusesavali village of
Khatav taluka, located approximately 50
km from Satara town, on Sunday,
September 10th, the Satara district admin-
istration has suspended internet services.
These clashes resulted in one person sus-
taining critical injuries, and multiple
houses were set on fire by miscreants.
Recently, the Satara and Sangli districts
have faced immense pressure from the
Sakal Hindu Samaj, who appear deter-
mined to use this region as a testing
ground for divisive tactics that disrupt
communal harmony.

Eyewitnesses reported that a violent
mob, consisting of over a thousand peo-
ple, went on a rampage, targeting houses,
businesses, and handcarts in a specific area.
This mob set fire to some houses and
engaged in vandalism. The Satara police
explained in a statement that the incident
stemmed from the posting of an objection-
able status message on social media on
Sunday, September 10th. Citizens misun-
derstood the message, leading to a law-
and-order situation on the ground.
Unfortunately, the Maharashtra govern-
ment failed to effectively control the sit-
uation and remained a passive observer.

Bhagwan Thadani | Mumbai
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Sir — Teachers in state-run schools in
Bihar staged demonstrations in front of
block offices across districts on Saturday,
demanding employee status for all contrac-
tual educators who have dedicated sever-
al years to such educational institutions.
These teachers have endured low salaries
with the expectation of eventually attain-
ing government employee status. However,
instead of providing them with this right-
ful status, the government appears to be
displaying ignorance.

Furthermore, teachers are often divert-
ed into other activities, including election-
related work, which hinders their ability
to focus on teaching. Therefore, it is imper-
ative that school teachers are immediate-
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them, or that they can no
longer be dismissive or disre-
spectful towards us.

Look at how China began
its economic rise. It picked on
the building industry i.e., real
estate, boosting its cement
and steel industries, plus other
building materials besides pro-
viding a great number of jobs.
Build, build and build was
China’s mantra. Roads, high-
ways, parks and buildings
were the result of this govern-
ment-driven construction
boom. Their regime also
resorted to building residential
houses by the thousand.

In 2001, I travelled by car
300 kilometres from Shanghai
on a magnificent highway and
saw thousands of ten-storeyed
residential buildings on my
way back at nighttime. I was
surprised to see very few lights
in those buildings, indicating
that most flats were unoccu-
pied. Millions more apart-
ments must have been con-
structed after 2001. It’s a moot
question how many have
found buyers. Would Indians
have the boldness to go on a
construction spree of this scale
without worrying about buy-
ers?

China’s industry has fol-
lowed a similar path. Land and
factories were leased at virtu-
ally no cost. Term loans were
granted for acquiring machin-

ery at an interest rate of 1 or 2
per cent. The promoter(s) was
assured of zero labour trouble,
the only expectation from him
was to export about 75 per cent
of his production to earn hard
currency. These were not
exports but dumping. Yet,
despite the rules of the World
Trade Organization (WTO),
the world, including the USA,
Europe and India imported
these goods in the name of free
trade.

India still imports about
USD 100 billion worth of
goods from China annually,
comprising raw materials and
consumer goods. Our exports
to China are only about USD
30 billion. The Chinese cannot
understand the contradiction
between our treating them as
both geopolitical adversaries
and trading partners. My own
experience in industry has
taught me that there is no such
thing as an indispensable sup-
plier. If the alternative suppli-
er charges a higher price, an
efficient manufacturer can
find a way of adjusting the cost
of production, offsetting the
higher cost in another area of
production. One doesn’t let
oneself go out of business.
Buying Chinese because it is
cheaper is an escapist action
for a lazy manufacturer.

On the consumer goods
front, how many items are

indispensable? If we compare
ourselves with the USA which
is doing the same as what we
are, this is simply incorrect.
America has no geopolitical
quarrel of the nature of a
boundary dispute. Moreover,
it is incomparably richer than
us and can afford the luxury of
this laziness. This conveys to
the Chinese that trade is far
more important than recover-
ing territory. Jawaharlal Nehru
even said in Parliament; “Not
a blade of grass grows there
(Aksai Chin) meaning, that
territory is not vital to India.

Owing to their linear and
rather one-track thinking, and
the lack of understanding of
the complexities of life, the
Chinese cannot comprehend
that the Hindu can both grasp
and harmoniously co-exist
with them. Given this insular-
ity and absolute lack of free-
dom, it is no surprise that
China sees India’s recent suc-
cess and march to prosperity
as something to be afraid of, as
the latter has amply demon-
strated that a free and open
society can deliver the
designed outcomes. China’s
hostility towards us has to be
seen in this light.

(The writer is a well-known
columnist, an author and a

former member of the Rajya
Sabha. The views expressed

are personal)
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The India-China spat
about who requested a
meeting between Pre-
sident Xi Jinping and
Prime Minister Modi

during the BRICS meeting is
unfortunate. We have still not
understood China’s mentality. As
a people, the Chinese do not take
religion seriously. It is said they
have Taoism for breakfast,
Confucianism for lunch and
Buddhism for dinner and that too
as good conduct for living and not
channels of faith, far lesser as
explanations of life. In times of
anxiety, the Chinese have no
divine to seek, unlike the Hindus
who have karma. The Chinese
civilization has not developed suf-
ficiently to have a script for their
language. They have thousands of
pictographs, rather like when
the humans began to learn to
write in caves. Despite ideas in
simple pictures; they have no
alphabet. The Chinese therefore,
in many areas are driven by
emotions rather than reason.
Pride matters more than facts;
conceding that they requested a
meeting with PM Modi means
China’s need is greater than
India’s, unacceptable when men-
tioned in public. The Chinese end
of the scale must be higher than
anyone else’s.

One shouldn’t bargain with a
Chinese businessman or shop-
keeper. At most, say that his prop-
erty or item is beautiful, but I can-
not afford it. That protects his
pride; it conveys, that I am not
rich enough. Such things are
beyond Indians’ imagination.

Britain ruled Hong Kong
until 1997. Till World War II, it
dominated China’s southern
provinces around Canton (now
Guangzhou). The rulers mostly
preferred Indian Sikhs for their
constabulary, who discovered the
common Chinese dreaded a kick
on their backsides. This discov-
ery made constabulary effective
for the enforcement of law and
order. Those Chinese of the
region who recollect the constab-
ulary do not like Indians. India’s
image after the humiliating defeat
of 1962 in the border war is still
remembered by the Chinese.
They believed they had “shown
India its place.” The Chinese are
still unable to reconcile to the fact
that India is no longer afraid of
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(The writer is a 
political analyst, views

are personal)

For several decades, it has been a
common practice for govern-
ments to make decisions based on
political expediency ignoring eco-
nomic considerations. The incum-

bent Modi – dispensation has tried to
change this practice but he too has fallen
back to business as usual. One such area is
the LPG subsidy. 

On August 29, 2023, the Union Cabinet
approved a reduction in the price of
domestic cooking gas by Rs 200 per cylin-
der (14.2 kg) effective from August 30, 2023.
De jure, the price of LPG is deregulated.
How could the government decide on it?
The reason is sale of LPG for household
consumption is made by the three major
oil marketing PSUs – Indian Oil
Corporation (IOC), Bharat Petroleum
Corporation (BPCL) and Hindustan
Petroleum Corporation (HPCL) which
are majority-owned and controlled by the
Centre. So, the latter can give orders to the
former. 

The benefit of a price cut will be avail-
able to all the 330 million domestic con-
sumers of LPG. They will now pay Rs 903
per cylinder (in Delhi) down from the exist-
ing Rs 1103 per cylinder. 

Out of 330 million domestic HHs, 96
million are covered under the Pradhan
Mantri Ujjwala Yojna or PMUY (under this
scheme, the Centre provides free gas con-
nection). They were already getting a sub-
sidy of Rs 200 per cylinder for up to 12 refills
per year. They will now pay Rs 400 less than
the market/cost-based price or Rs 703 per
cylinder in Delhi. Meanwhile, the govern-
ment will provide an additional 7.5 million
connections under PMJY, taking the total
number of beneficiaries to 103.5 million.
The Centre giving subsidies to all HHs (and
more to Ujjwala Yojna beneficiaries) is out
of sync with the policy signals it had start-
ed giving from January 2015. 

Subsidy on LPG is the excess of its cost
of supply – it is made up of the refinery-
gate price or RGP (taken as import parity
price or IPP and export parity price or EPP
in the ratio of 80:20), freight, marketing
costs, marketing margin, dealers’ commis-
sion, and taxes and duties - over the price

paid by the beneficiary. It ought to
be given only to those HHs who are
poor and can’t pay the cost-plus
price. Moreover, it should be with-
drawn when the beneficiaries stand
on their own. 

In the past, ignoring these car-
dinal principles, the subsidy was
given to anyone who had an LPG
connection. It went to all and
sundry including the rich. The
poor who alone should have got it
sat at the bottom. According to the
Economic Survey (2015-16), only
0.07 per cent of LPG subsidies in
rural areas went to a fifth of the
poorest households. In urban areas,
the poorest fifth got only 8.2 per
cent. 

A lot of subsidies went to fake
beneficiaries or the diversion of
stocks (albeit subsidized) of LPG
cylinders to hotels, restaurants, and
other commercial users.

Despite lacking sound justifica-
tion, sheer populism drove politi-
cians to give subsidies. They found
ways to give it without taking the
burden on the Centre’s balance
sheet (BS). Initially, the subsidy on
LPG (besides petrol, diesel, and
kerosene) was cross-funded/subsi-
dized by charging more on the sale
of other products such as fuel oil,
LSHS, naphtha, ATF, etc. hence, no
burden on the budget, In 2002-03,
the Vajpayee-led NDA government
ended the above system and decid-
ed to give subsidy on these products
directly from the budget with an
intent to eventually disband them.
The UPA government which took
charge in 2004, even while contin-
uing with the subsidized sale, used
disingenuous methods such as the
issue of oil bonds to PSUs, and the
sale of domestic crude by ONGC
and OIL, etc. at a discounted price
to IOCL/BPCL/HPCL to fund it. 

In June 2010, petrol was decon-
trolled followed by diesel in
November 2014. As for LPG, the

Kelkar Committee recommended
the removal of 25 per cent of the
subsidy in 2012-13 and 75 per cent
in the following two years. Modi
Government which took charge in
May 2014, started acting on it but
in a calibrated manner. 

On January 1, 2015, it launched
a direct benefit transfer (DBT) of
subsidy. Under DBT, oil PSUs deliv-
er the cylinder to the beneficiaries
at a full cost-based price and follow
it up by depositing a subsidy in the
beneficiary’s account. In turn, they
claim reimbursement of the subsidy
amount from the Centre. This has
helped in eliminating fake benefi-
ciaries and curbing misuse that was
inherent in the erstwhile system
wherein subsidy was embedded in
the price. In June 2020, the govern-
ment stopped giving subsidies. Was
this a conscious policy decision? 

This wasn’t the case or else it
would not have made a provision for
it in the budget for 2020-21 being
Rs 36,000 crore. The reality is that
in that year, there was a steep
decline in international prices (due
to the COVID-19 pandemic) lead-
ing to a fall in price to Rs 600 a cylin-
der even on a cost-plus basis; hence
subsidy support wasn’t required.
The budget allocation was used
largely to clear past dues of oil PSUs
and provide free gas connections
under PMUY.

During 2021-22 when the inter-
national price rose due to waning
COVID and demand revival, the
retail price of LPG zoomed to over
Rs 900 per cylinder. This led the
government to restore subsidies, but
only for PMUY beneficiaries - a
move that protected the poor while
denying subsidies to the rest. It spent
Rs 14,000 crore during that year.
During 2022-23, it spent Rs 9,170
crore on those under PMUY. But,
these numbers don’t give the full
picture. 

From June 2020 to June 2022,

the government had asked the trio
namely IOCL/BPCL/HPCL to sell
LPG at a price below cost and gave
them a one-time grant of Rs 22,000
crore to compensate for the losses
incurred. This was nothing but sub-
sidy (albeit ‘hidden’) given to all and
sundry, and not just PMUY bene-
ficiaries. This was a retrograde
move and the retrogression is being
continued during 2023-24. 

In the Budget for 2023-24,
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman kept the budget estimate
(BE) for LPG subsidy at a mere Rs
2,257 crore. With the subsidy at Rs
200 per cylinder, outgo on an aver-
age of 4 fills in a year per beneficia-
ry comes to Rs 800. For 96 million
PMUY beneficiaries, the subsidy
requirement would be Rs 7,680
crore annually. The shortfall will
have to be made up by seeking sup-
plementary authorization from the
Parliament. 

But the real prick comes from
the Cabinet’s decision to reduce the
price by Rs 200 per cylinder for all
330 million HHs. Taking 4 fills per
HH, the annual burden comes to Rs
26,400 crore. Since the decision is
effective from August 30, 2023, for
the remaining seven months, the
outgo would be Rs 15,300 crore. 

The international price of crude
is on the rise. Already, the price of
the Indian crude import basket has
increased from around US$ 75 per
barrel in June 2023 to US$ 90 per
barrel currently. This has led to a
corresponding increase in LPG
price as the two are linked. Given
the cost-plus price going beyond Rs
1103, there will be pressure to give
more subsidies to keep the voters
happy. The Centre could end up giv-
ing well more than Rs 25,000 crore
during the current year! The price
cut especially for non-Ujjwala ben-
eficiaries was avoidable. But, thanks
to competitive populism, even Modi
has drifted. 
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The just concluded
G20 summit in
India and its reiter-
ation of gender em-
powerment thro-

ugh the implementation of the
UN’s Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals (SDGs) provides
an apposite backdrop for
examining the pace and pro-
gress of this empowerment in
the host country, India. The
‘G20 2023 Action Plan to
Accelerate Progress on the
SDGs’, released at the Varanasi
Development Ministerial
Meeting on 12 June 2023,
stated, “…The G20 commits to
promote collective, concrete
and transformative actions on
digital transformation; gender
equality and empowerment
of women…Further, the G20
should take actions to enhance
gender equality and bridge the

gender gap… and ensure the
full, equal, meaningful and
effective participation and
leadership of women in deci-
sion making at all levels.”

The overall 2023 G20
Action Plan further accords
primacy to the gender agenda
and imparts digital financial
literacy to all women and
girls. Prime Minister Narendra
Modi emphasised the need for
‘women-led development’
when India took over the G20
presidency.

Let us rewind a bit to the
Digital Economy Ministerial
Meeting at the G20 meet in
Salta, Argentina, in 2018. The
highlight of this meeting was
the presentation of the report
by the Organisation for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Deve-
lopment (OECD) on “Bridging
the Digital Gender Divide:

Include, Upskill, Innovate”.
This report stressed the need
for digitisation strategies to
enhance women’s skills and
narrow down the gender gap,
to fuel economic growth and
well-being in all the G20 coun-
tries. The answer is not too
encouraging. A recent
UNICEF report reveals that a
whopping 90 per cent of the
jobs globally today have a dig-
ital component but most of
them are captured by men,
especially in developing coun-
tries, where only 41 per cent of
women have access to the
Internet vis-à-vis 53 per cent
of men. The G20's focus on
bridging the gender digital
divide, and the advent of
Women20, the G20’s platform
for prioritising gender equity,
therefore, could not have come
at a more opportune time for

the host country, especially
with its aspiration to become
a $1 trillion digital economy by
2025. India is, in fact, already
leading the international dig-
ital revolution, reportedly
accounting for 40 per cent of
the global digital space since
the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic. The 49 billion dig-
ital transactions that took
place in India in 2022 were
largely driven by frontline
workers using tablets and
smartphones to feed data into
management information sys-
tems and for the virtual imple-
mentation of public welfare
schemes like the Janani
Suraksha Yojana and Jan Dhan
Yojana. 

The red flags, however,
cannot be ignored. The
Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare, for the first time, col-

lected data on Internet usage
and mobile phone ownership
in various States in the
National Family Health
Survey-5 (NFHS-5), conduct-
ed during 2019-21. The
NFHS-5 found that only one
in three women in India had
ever used the Internet as com-
pared to more than half the
men. The India Human Deve-
lopment Survey (IHDS), a
panel study conducted by the
National Council of Applied
Economic Research (NCAER)
in collaboration with the
University of Maryland, in its
second round in 2011-12, also
found that at ten years of age,
only 20 per cent of girls use
mobile phones vis-à-vis 27
per cent of boys. This gap
keeps widening dramatically
through adolescence and
adulthood. Another 2021

study by an IHDS user, Chen
Jingjing, showed an association
between mobile phone owner-
ship and higher female
empowerment as well as
greater women’s involvement
in decision-making. 

So, what are the takeaways
from the gender agenda of the
G20? Its focus on ushering in
digital transformation and
Sustainable Development
through Gender Equality and
Empowerment of Women
needs to be mainstreamed
across the cities and towns of
the country, to ensure that
nobody is left behind in the
digital revolution. Meanwhile,
small pockets of gender asser-
tion offer limitless hope. A
CSR initiative implemented by
L&T Finance Holdings
Limited in 2019-20, called the
‘Digital Sakhi project’, reached

out to more than 4.75 lakh
community members through
door-to-door dissemination
of financial literacy modules.
But one of the major achieve-
ments of the project is being
manifested at the grassroots
level, in the villages of Madhya
Pradesh, for instance, where
the local ‘Digital Sakhis’ are
actively countering digital dis-
crimination by educating
women to use smartphones in
their daily lives. 

Thus, when the official
G20 summit in India is done
and dusted, what would hope-
fully remain as one of its last-
ing legacies would be its
attempt to mainstream a gen-
der-responsive perspective and
policy focus to bridge the gen-
der digital divide across all the
G20 demographies and geo-
graphies. 
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(The writer is head of pub-
lications and senior editor

at NCAER. Views are 
personal)
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Emergency workers uncov-
ered hundreds of bodies as

they dug through the wreckage
of Libya’s eastern city of Derna
on Tuesday, and 10,000 people
were reported still missing
after f loodwaters broke
through dams and smashed
through the city, washing away
entire neighbourhoods.At least
700 recovered bodies have been
buried so far, the health min-
ister for eastern Libya said.
Derna’s ambulance authority
put the current death toll at
2,300.

But the toll is likely to be
far higher, in the thousands,
said Tamer Ramadan, Libya
envoy for the International
Federation of Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies. He
told a UN briefing in Geneva
via videoconference from
Tunisia that at least 10,000
people were still missing.

The situation in Libya was
“as devastating as the situation
in Morocco,” Ramadan said,
referring to the deadly earth-
quake that hit near the city of
Marrakesh on Friday night.

The destruction came to
Derna and other parts of east-
ern Libya on Sunday night,
when Mediterranean storm
Daniel pounded the coast.
Residents said they heard loud
explosions and realised that
dams outside the city had col-
lapsed, unleashing flash floods
down Wadi Derna, a river run-
ning from the mountains
through the city and into the
sea.

The wall of water sweeping
through Derna “erased every-
thing in its way,” said one res-
ident, Ahmed Abdalla.

Videos posted online by
residents showed large swaths
of mud and wreckage where
the raging waters had swept
away the residential neigh-
bourhoods on both banks of
the river. Multi-story apart-
ment buildings that once were
well back from the river had
facades ripped away and con-
crete floors collapsed. Cars
lifted by the water were left
dumped on top of each other.

Residents in the city of
some 90,000 were on their
own in the immediate after-
math of the disaster, with
authorities in eastern Libya
saying they were unable to
reach Derna. On Tuesday, most
of the eastern government had
arrived in the city.Local emer-

gency responders, including
troops, government workers,
volunteers and residents were
digging through rubble to
recover the dead. They also
used inflatable boats to retrieve
bodies from the water.Footage
showed dozens of bodies cov-
ered by blankets laid out in the
yard of a hospital in Derna.
Many bodies were believed
trapped under rubble or had
been washed out into the
Mediterranean Sea, said eastern
Libya’s health minister, Othman
Abduljaleel.

“We were stunned by the
amount of destruction ... the
tragedy is very significant, and
beyond the capacity of Derna
and the government,”
Abduljaleel told The Associated
Press on the phone from
Derna.

Red Crescent teams from
other parts of Libya also arrived
in Derna on Tuesday morning
but extra excavators and other
equipment had yet to get there,
hampered in part by cutoff and
destroyed roads.

Authorities said two dams
on Wadi Derna had collapsed,
underscoring the weakness of
Libya’s infrastructure after
more than a decade of chaos.
The oil-rich nation remains
divided between two rival
administrations: one in the
east and one in the west, each
backed by different militias
and foreign governments.

Derna is controlled by the
forces of military commander
Khalifa Hifter, the strongman
of the east Libya government,
based in Benghazi.

Local authorities have
neglected Derna for years,
often discussing developing it
but never acting, said Jalel
Harchaoui, an associate fellow
specialising in Libya at the
London-based Royal United
Services Institute for Defence
and Security Studies.

“Even the maintenance
aspect was simply absent.

Everything kept being delayed,”
he said.

Aid also began to come
into a staging ground in
Benghazi, 250 km (150 miles)
west of Derna. Egyptian mili-
tary officials arrived in
Benghazi along with a rescue
team and helicopters. The
Tripoli-based government of
western Libya sent a plane
with 14 tons of medical sup-
plies and health workers to
Benghazi.

US Special Envoy for Libya
Richard Norland said on X
platform, formerly known as
Twitter, that the United States
is coordinating with the United
Nations and local authorities to
assess how best to target offi-
cial US assistance. Tunisia,
Algeria, Turkey, and the United
Arab Emirates also promised
help for search and rescue
efforts.

The storm hit other areas
in eastern Libya, including the
town of Bayda, where about 50
people were reported dead.
The Medical Centre of Bayda,
the main hospital, was flooded
and patients had to be evacu-
ated, according to footage
shared by the centre on
Facebook. Other towns that
suffered, included Susa, Marj
and Shahatt, according to the
government. Hundreds of fam-
ilies were displaced and took
shelter in schools and other
government buildings in the
city of Benghazi and elsewhere
in eastern Libya.

Northeast Libya is one of
the country’s most fertile and
green regions. The Jabal al-
Akhdar area — where Bayda,
Marj and Shahatt are located —
has one of the country’s high-
est average annual rainfalls,
according to the World Bank.

Known for its white-paint-
ed houses and palm gardens,
Derna was largely built by Italy
when Libya was under Italian
occupation in the first half of
the 20th century.
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Lawyers for Donald Trump
on Monday asked the feder-

al judge presiding over his elec-
tion subversion case in
Washington to recuse herself,
saying her past public state-
ments about the former presi-
dent and his connection to the
January 6, 2021, riot at the US
Capitol call into question
whether she can be fair.

The recusal motion from
Trump’s lawyers takes aim at US
District Judge Tanya Chutkan,
a former assistant public
defender who was nominated
to the bench by President
Barack Obama and has stood
out as one of the toughest pun-
ishers of January 6 defendants.

The request is a long shot
given the high threshold for
recusal and because the deci-
sion on whether to recuse
belongs to Chutkan, who is
unlikely to see cause to step
aside from the case.

Even so, the request that

she give up the high-stakes
trial marks the latest flash-
point in already delicate rela-
tions between the defence team
and the judge, who has repeat-
edly cautioned against inflam-
matory public comments from
Trump but has nonetheless
been lambasted on social media
by him.

Special counsel Jack Smith’s
team signalled its own concern
about his comments, writing
last week that Trump’s daily
statements — he has derided
her as “highly partisan” —
could taint a potential jury

pool. Chutkan ordered Smith’s
team to file any opposition to
Trump’s recusal bid by
Thursday.

Chutkan last month sched-
uled the trial for March 4,
2024, over the vigorous objec-
tions of defense lawyers who
said that would not give them
enough time to prepare. The
case in Washington, charging
Trump in a four-count indict-
ment with plotting to overturn
the results of the 2020 election,
is one of four criminal cases
confronting the former presi-
dent as he seeks reelection to
the White House.

In asking Chutkan to step
aside, the Trump legal team is
relying on a familiar playbook.
He tried unsuccessfully to get
the judge removed from the
hush-money case against him
in New York state court, with
his lawyers claiming that Judge
Juan Manuel Merchan is biased
because he’s given cash to
Democrats and his daughter is
a party consultant.
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Russian President Vladimir
Putin asserted Tuesday that

the criminal cases against for-
mer US President Donald
Trump are political revenge
that show the fundamental cor-
ruption of the United States. “As
for the prosecution of Trump,
for us what is happening in
today’s conditions, in my opin-
ion, is good because it shows
the rottenness of the American
political system, which cannot
pretend to teach others democ-
racy,” Putin said at an Eastern
Economic Forum gathering in
Russia’s Pacific Coast city of
Vladivostok.

“Everything that is happen-
ing with Trump is the persecu-
tion of a political rival for
political reasons. That’s what it
is. And this is being done in
front of the public of the United
States and the whole world,” he
said.Opinion polls indicate that
Trump is by far the strongest
contender to become the

Republican Party’s candidate in
the 2024 presidential election.
During his four years in the
White House, Trump repeated-
ly touted having good relations
with Putin, while critics alleged
he was submissive to the
Russian leader.Trump has
claimed he could resolve the
conflict in Ukraine in a matter
of days, if he regains the presi-
dency. He has not provided
details of his potential
approach.“We hear that Mr.
Trump says that he will solve
pressing problems in a few
days, including the Ukrainian
crisis. Well, this cannot but
bring happiness. This is good,”
Putin said.However, the Russian
leader said his country’s poor
relations with the United States
were unlikely to change signif-
icantly regardless of who
becomes president. “What to
expect from the future, no
matter who the president is, it’s
hard for us to say, but it’s
unlikely that anything will
change radically,” Putin said. 
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Taiwan said Tuesday it spot-
ted 22 Chinese military

aircraft and 20 vessels near the
island over the previous 24
hours, as Beijing steps up its
military activities in the area.
Over the weekend, the United
States and Canada sailed war-
ships through the Taiwan
Strait in a challenge to China’s
sweeping territorial claims.
On Monday, China sailed a
naval formation led by its air-
craft carrier Shandong, about
70 miles (110 kilometres) to
Taiwan’s southeast. The vessel
was expected to conduct drills
simulating aircraft, subma-
rine, warship and land attacks,
according to Chinese state
media. Thirteen of the
Chinese military aircraft
reported on Tuesday had
crossed the median line of the
Taiwan Strait, an unofficial
demarcation zone between
China and Taiwan, according

to Taiwan’s defence ministry.
China claims Taiwan, a self-
ruled democracy, as part of its
territory to be reunited by
force if necessary. Over the
past year, Beijing has stepped
up military activities around
the island, including by send-
ing warships and warplanes on
a near-daily basis.

“The period from July to
September this year was the
peak period for the Chinese
Communist Party’s exercis-
es,” Maj. Gen. Huang Wen-
Chi, the assistant deputy chief
with the General Staff for

Intelligence of Taiwan’s
Defence Ministry, said during
a press conference.

“There are a lot of warship
activities in the waters sur-
rounding the Taiwan Strait.
There was also a large number
of warships operating in differ-
ent areas in the South China
Sea and East China Sea,” he
said.

Huang said the Taiwanese
military would continue the
monitor the movements of
Chinese warplanes and war-
ships.

On Saturday, the USS
Ralph Johnson and the Royal
Canadian Navy’s Halifax-class
frigate HMCS Ottawa sailed
through the Taiwan Strait.
The timing coincided with a
Group of 20 leaders’ summit in
New Delhi.

The US routinely sails
through the strait in what it
calls “freedom of navigation”
operations, which China sees
as provocative actions. 
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Israel’s Supreme Court heard
the first challenge Tuesday to

Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu’s contentious judi-
cial overhaul — deepening a
showdown with the far-right
government that has bitterly
divided the nation and put the
country on the brink of a con-
stitutional crisis.

Netanyahu’s coalition, a
collection of ultranationalist
and ultrareligious lawmakers,
unveiled the overhaul earlier
this year, saying it was neces-
sary to rein in an unelected
judiciary they believe wields
too much power. Critics say
the plan — which would weak-
en the Supreme Court — rep-
resents a profound threat to
Israeli democracy and argue it
would concentrate power in
the hands of Netanyahu and
his allies. They contend that

the court is a key check on
majority rule in a country
with an otherwise weak system
of checks and balances — just
one house of parliament where
the governing coalition is
headed by the prime minister.
The country’s president is a fig-
urehead, and there is no firm,
written constitution.

The case opened Tuesday
focuses on the first law passed
by parliament in July — a mea-
sure that cancels the court’s
ability to strike down govern-
ment moves it deems to be
“unreasonable”.

Judges have used the legal
standard in rare cases to pre-
vent government decisions or
appointments viewed as
unsound or corrupt.

The hearing puts Israel’s
Supreme Court in the unprece-
dented position of deciding
whether to accept limits on its
own powers. In a sign of the
case’s significance, all 15 jutices

are hearing appeals to the law
together for the first time in the
country’s history, rather than
the typical smaller panels. 

The proceedings were also
being livestreamed and aired
on the country’s main TV sta-
tions.

A ruling is not expected
for weeks or even months, but
the hearing could hint at the
court’s direction.

The political survival of
Netanyahu, who returned to
power late last year while
standing trial on bribery, fraud
and breach of trust charges, is
also bound up with the over-
haul.

His hard-line, religiously
conservative coalition part-
ners have threatened to rebel if
he doesn’t see the legislation
through, and critics say
Netanyahu could use the over-
haul to get the charges against
him dismissed.

The plan has infuriated

people across many segments
of Israeli society, bringing hun-
dreds of thousands into the
streets to march at one protest
after another for the past 36
weeks.

“We stand here today with
millions of citizens to stop the
government coup,” said Eliad
Shraga, chairman of the
Movement for Quality
Government in Israel, one of
the groups that asked the court
to strike down the new law.
“Together we will preserve
Israeli democracy.”

But it has also exposed an
enormous gulf in Israel.
Opponents of the plan come
largely from the country’s sec-
ular middle class. Leading
high-tech business figures have
threatened to relocate. Perhaps
most dramatic, thousands of
military reservists have broken
with the government and
declared their refusal to report
for duty over the plan.
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Research rescuers pulled an
American researcher out of

a Turkish cave more than a
week after he became serious-
ly ill 1,000 metres (more than
3,000 feet) below its entrance,
the Speleological Federation
of Turkiye said.

Teams from across Europe
had rushed to Morca cave in
southern Turkiye’s Taurus
Mountains to aid Mark Dickey,
a 40-year-old experienced caver
who became seriously ill on
September 2 with stomach
bleeding. He was on an expe-
dition to map the cave, which
is the country’s third deepest.

Dickey was too frail to
climb out himself, so rescuers
carried him with the help of a
stretcher, making frequent
stops at temporary camps set
up along the way. “Mark

Dickey is out of the Morca
cave,” said a statement by the
speleological federation. It said
that Dickey was removed from
the last exit of the cave at 12:37
am local time on Tuesday, or
9:37 pm GMT on Monday. “He
is fine and is being tended to by
emergency medical worker in
the encampment above,” the
statement said.

Mark’s parents. Debbie and
Andy Dickey, thanked the
international caving communi-
ty, doctors and rescuers, and
the Turkish government for

helping rescue their son.
“The fact that our son,

Mark Dickey, has been moved
out of Morca Cave in stable
condition is indescribably
relieving and fills us with
incredible joy,” they said in a
statement.

The American was first
treated inside the cave by a
Hungarian doctor who went
down the cave on September 3.
Doctors and rescuers then took
turns caring for him. The cause
of Dickey’s illness was not
clear.

The biggest challenges for
the rescuers were the steep ver-
tical sections and navigating
through mud and water at low
temperatures in the horizontal
sections. There was also the
psychological toll of staying
inside a dark, damp cave for
extended periods of time.

Around 190 experts from

Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary,
Italy, Poland and Turkiye took
part in the rescue, including
doctors, paramedics and expe-
rienced cavers. Teams com-
prised of a doctor and three to
four other rescuers took turns
staying by his side at all times.

The rescue began on
Saturday after doctors, who
administered IV fluids and
blood, determined that Dickey
could make the arduous ascent.

Before the evacuation
could begin, rescuers first had
to widen some of the cave’s nar-
row passages, install ropes to
pull him up vertical shafts on
a stretcher and set up tempo-
rary camps along the way.

Dickey, who is from
Croton-on-Hudson, New York,
is a well-known cave researcher
and a cave rescuer himself
who had participated in many
international expeditions.
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Lebanon: (AP) An “immedi-
ate and lasting cease-fire” was
declared on Monday after a
top Lebanese general met
with officials from rival
Palestinian factions, following
days of fighting in Lebanon’s
largest Palestinian refugee
camp, which left several peo-
ple dead and dozens wound-
ed.

The new ceasefire failed
to halt the fighting, however,
residents and officials in the
camp said in the hours after
the agreement was
announced. It was the latest in
a series of cease-fires that only
lasted for hours before fight-
ing erupted again.

The announcement was
made in Beirut by the General
Security Directorate.

Gunfire and explosions
were heard throughout the
day inside the Ein el-Hilweh
refugee camp, claiming the
life of at least one person.
Stray bullets and shells hit res-
idential areas in the country’s
third-largest city.

The fighting that broke
out Thursday night after near-
ly a month of calm in Ein el-
Hilweh refugee camp near
the port city of Sidon between
Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas’  Fatah
group and militant Islamist
groups has left six people
dead and more than 50
wounded according to med-
ical officials and state media.

The UN agency for
Palestinian refugees,
UNRWA, shared its own tally
on Sunday saying four people
were killed and 60 others
wounded.Clashes erupted as
Fatah and other allied militant
factions in the camp had
intended to crack down on
suspects accused of killing
Fatah military general, Abu
Ashraf al Armoushi, in the
camp in late July. AP
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Google has exploited its dom-
inance of the internet search

market to lock out competitors
and smother innovation, the
Department of Justice charged
Tuesday at the opening of the
biggest US antitrust trial in a
quarter century.“This case is
about the future of the internet
and whether Google’s search
engine will ever face meaningful
competition,” said Kenneth
Dintzer, the Justice Department’s
lead litigator.

Over the next 10 weeks,
federal lawyers and state attor-
neys general will try to prove
Google rigged the market in its
favour by locking its search
engine in as the default choice in

a plethora of places and devices.
US District Judge Amit

Mehta likely won’t issue a ruling
until early next year. If he decides
Google broke the law, another
trial will decide what steps should
be taken to rein in the Mountain
View, California-based company.

Top executives at Google and
its corporate parent Alphabet Inc,
as well as those from other pow-
erful technology companies are
expected to testify. Among them
is likely to be Alphabet CEO
Sundar Pichai, who succeeded
Google co-founder Larry Page
four years ago. Court docu-
ments also suggest that Eddy
Cue, a high ranking Apple exec-
utive, might be called to the stand.

The Justice Department filed
its antitrust lawsuit against

Google nearly three years ago
during the Trump administra-
tion, charging that the company
has used its internet search dom-
inance to gain an unfair advan-
tage against competitors.

Government lawyers allege
that Google protects its franchise
through a form of payola, shelling
out billions of dollars annually to
be the default search engine on
the iPhone and on web browsers
such as Apple’s Safari and
Mozilla’s Firefox.

Regulators also charge that
Google has illegally rigged the
market in its favor by requiring
its search engine to be bundled
with its Android software for
smartphones if the device man-
ufacturers want full access to the
Android app store.
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North Korea’s Kim Jong Un
rolled into Russia on an

armoured train Tuesday to see
President Vladimir Putin, a
rare meeting between isolated
leaders driven together by their
need for support in escalating
standoffs with the West.Kim is
expected to seek economic aid
and military technology for his
impoverished country, and, in
an unusual twist, appears to
have something Putin desper-
ately needs: munitions for
Russia’s gruelling war in
Ukraine.This meeting is a
chance for the North Korean
leader to get around crippling
UN sanctions and years of
diplomatic isolation. For Putin,
it’s an opportunity to refill
ammunition stores that the
war has drained.

Any arms deal with North
Korea would violate the sanc-
tions, which Russia supported
in the past.

North Korea’s official
Korean Central News Agency
said Kim boarded his person-
al train bound for Russia on
Sunday afternoon, accompa-
nied by members of the ruling
party, government and military.

His final destination is

uncertain. Many had assumed
Kim and Putin would meet in
Vladisvostok, a Russian city
close to the border where the
two leaders had their last meet-
ing in 2019, and which Putin is
visiting this week for an eco-
nomic forum.

But Kremlin spokesman
Dmitry Peskov confirmed only
that Kim has entered Russia,
and state news agency RIA-
Novosti later reported his train
had headed north after cross-
ing the Razdolnaya River, tak-
ing it away from Vladivostok.

The South Korean news
agency Yonhap later published

a photo that it said showed the
train in Ussuriysk, a city about
60 kilometres north of
Vladivostok that has a sizeable
ethnic Korean population.

Some Russian news media
speculate that he is headed for
the Vostochny spaceport,
which Putin is to visit soon.
Putin declined during the
forum to say what he intend-
ed to do there. The launching
facility is about 900 km (550
miles) northwest of Ussuriysk,
but the route there is circuitous
and it is unclear how long Kim’s
slow-moving train would take
to get there.

Peskov said Putin and Kim
will meet after the Vladivostok
forum, and that the meeting
would include a lunch in Kim’s
honour. Officials identified in
North Korean state media pho-
tos may hint at what Kim
might seek from Putin and
what he would be willing to
give.

Kim is apparently accom-
panied by Jo Chun Ryong, a
ruling party official in charge
of munitions policies who
joined the leader on recent
tours of factories producing
artillery shells and missiles,
said South Korea’s Unification
Ministry. Russian Defence
Minister Sergei Shoigu will be
part of the Russian delegation,
according to Peskov.

North Korea may have tens
of millions of aging artillery
shells and rockets based on
Soviet designs that could give
a huge boost to the Russian
army in Ukraine, analysts say.

Also identified in photos
were Pak Thae Song, chairman
of North Korea’s space science
and technology committee,
and Navy Adm Kim Myong
Sik, who are linked with North
Korean efforts to acquire spy
satellites and nuclear-capable
ballistic missile submarines.

Experts say North Korea
would struggle to acquire such
capabilities without external
help, although it’s not clear if
Russia would share such sensi-
tive technologies.

Kim Jong Un may also
seek badly needed energy and
food supplies, analysts say.
Deputy foreign minister Andrei
Rudenko said Russia may dis-
cuss humanitarian aid with
the North Korean delegation,
according to Russian news
agencies.

Kim’s delegation also like-
ly includes his foreign minister,
Choe Sun Hui, and his top two
military officials, Korean
People’s Army Marshals Ri
Pyong Chol and Pak Jong
Chon.Data from
FlightRadar24.com, which
tracks flights worldwide,
showed an Air Koryo Antonov
An-148 took off from
Pyongyang on Tuesday and
flew for about an hour to reach
Vladivostok.

North Korea’s national air-
line has only just resumed fly-
ing internationally after being
grounded during the COVID-
19 pandemic. There had been
speculation that North Korea
could use a plane to fly in sup-
port staff.
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Israel accused Iran on
Monday of building an air-

port in southern Lebanon to be
used as a launchpad for attacks
against Israelis across the bor-
der, signalling a possible esca-
lation in tensions between the
regional foes.

Speaking at a high-profile
security conference hosted by
Reichman University near Tel
Aviv, Defence Minister Yoav
Gallant claimed Iran has been
building a runway that slices
through forested mountains
just 20 kilometers (12 miles)
from Israel’s northern border.

Gallant displayed satellite
photographs that he said

showed the site, where the
Iranian national flag and the
flag of Lebanon’s militant
Hezbollah group could be seen.

Gallant alleged that Iran “is
planning to act against the cit-
izens of Israel”, using the run-
way as a base. Iran’s mission to
the United Nations did not
immediately respond to a
request for comment.

A spokesperson for
Hezbollah declined to com-
ment on Israeli accusations.
The defence minister did not
specify when the satellite pho-
tos were taken. The location he
gave was near the hilly
Lebanese city of Jezzin, across
the border from the Israeli
town of Metulla. Hezbollah

earlier this year invited journal-
ists to watch a military exercise
in a nearby town in southern
Lebanon.

Satellite images from Planet
Labs Inc. obtained by The
Associated Press from July 28
showed work on a 1.2 kilome-
ter (3,937-foot) runway with
four hangars constructed on a
tarmac just east of the runway.
Satellite images from January
showed the runway largely
unpaved. Israel has said in
recent years that it shot down
Hezbollah or Iranian-linked
drones launched from Lebanon
and Syria. Israel and Hezbollah,
the Shiite group that controls
much of southern Lebanon,
fought a war in 2006. The bor-

der has remained tense but
largely quiet since then, with
both sides wary of another
major confrontation. But ten-
sions have mounted. Hezbollah
is committed, like its patron
Iran, to Israel’s destruction and
its leader, Hassan Nasrallah,
regularly threatens Israel. In an
unusually bold attack earlier
this year, a man who Israeli
officials said was likely linked
to Hezbollah infiltrated into
Israel from Lebanon and det-
onated a bomb that severely
wounded an Israeli citizen.

The group also allowed
Palestinian militant factions
to operate in its strongholds
and fire rocket barrages toward
Israel this past spring.
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Two authors of Indian her-
itage, UK-based Nandini

Das and US-based Kris
Manjapra, are among six
worldwide writers on the
shortlist unveiled here on
Tuesday for the 2023 British
Academy Book Prize for
Global Cultural
Understanding, a leading inter-
national non-fiction prize
worth GBP 25,000.India-born
Nandini Das is in the running
for ‘Courting India: England,
Mughal India and the Origins
of Empire’ and Caribbean-
born Manjapra of mixed
African and Indian parentage
has been shortlisted for ‘Black
Ghost of Empire: The Long
Death of Slavery and the
Failure of Emancipation’. 

The prize, now in its 11th

year, is open to authors of any
nationality based anywhere in
the world and working in any
language provided the nomi-
nated work is available in
English and published in the
UK. It celebrates research-
based works of non-fiction
that have made an outstanding
contribution to the public
understanding of world cul-
tures and the ways in which
they interconnect. “We were
greatly impressed by the excep-
tional quality of writing in
this year’s shortlist and the abil-
ity of the authors to unearth
extraordinary new discoveries
and to find new perspectives
on old perceptions,” said
Professor Charles Tripp, Fellow
of the British Academy and
chair of the 2023 jury.

Das, in her 40s, is Professor
of Early Modern Literature

and Culture in the English fac-
ulty at the University of
Oxford. She was brought up in
India and studied at Jadavpur
University in Kolkata before
moving to England for further
study. Her shortlisted work
has been praised by the judges
as a “ground-breaking” debut. 

“This beautifully written
book tells the story of England’s
first diplomatic mission to
India in the early 1600s,
through a combination of biog-
raphy and historical narrative,
alternating microscopic details
with broader panoramas,” the
judges note.

“As we learn how
the Mughals and English
understood and misunder-
stood each other, we appreci-
ate how Das’s shifting per-
spective reveals important
insights into global connec-

tions and changing power
dynamics in this pivotal peri-
od of world history,” they said.

Manjapra, also in his 40s,
grew up in Canada and is now
Stearns Trustee Professor of
History and Global Studies at
Northeastern University in
Boston, Massachusetts. His
shortlisted work examines the
slow, drawn-out death of slav-
ery and the failure of emanci-
pation. “Written with
restrained passion, this is a
detailed and disturbing
account of the false dawn of
emancipation that accompa-
nied the formal abolition of
slavery in the 19th century,”
read the judges’ comments.

“Set against the enormity
of the transatlantic slave trade
and the myths surrounding its
ending, this book gives life and
memory to the enslaved, iden-

tifies the forces that built new
systems of servitude in the
aftermath of slavery, and argues
forcefully against the disavow-
al of these ghosts in our social
order,” they said.

The other writers on the
2023 shortlist include France-
based Daniel Foliard for ‘The
Violence of Colonial
Photography’, exploring the
role of photography in the
history of British and French
imperialism; Spain-based Irene
Vallejo ‘Papyrus: The Invention
of Books in the Ancient World’
which chronicles literary cul-
ture in the ancient world; UK-
based journalist Tania
Branigan for ‘Red Memory’,
unearthing rarely-heard stories
from China; and US-based
anthropologist Dimitris
Xygalatas for ‘Ritual: How
Seemingly Senseless Acts Make

Life Worth Living’.
The winner of the GBP

25,000 prize will be announced
at an awards ceremony in
London on October 31, when
each of the shortlisted writers
will receive GBP 1,000.

The 2023 judging panel for
the British Academy Book
Prize for Global Cultural
Understanding is made up of
Professor Madawi Al-Rasheed
FBA, Visiting Professor at the
Middle East Centre at the
London School of Economics;
Professor Rebecca Earle, food
historian and Professor of
History at the University of
Warwick; Fatima Manji,
award-winning broadcaster;
and Professor Gary Younge
Hon, the award-winning
author, broadcaster and
Professor of Sociology at the
University of Manchester. 

Singapore (PTI): Indian-origin
Singapore-born economist
Tharman Shanmugaratnam
will be sworn in as the ninth
president of the city-state on
Thursday, days after he was
overwhelmingly elected as the
ninth head of state of the coun-
try.The 66-year-old president-
elect won 70.4 per cent of the
(1,746,427 votes) of the 2.48
million ballots cast by local vot-
ers on September 1, while his
Chinese-origin rivals Ng Kok
Song and Tan Kin Lian
received 15.72 per cent and
13.88 per cent respectively.

About 76 per cent (2,834)
of overseas Singaporeans voted
for Tharman, while Ng and Tan
received 595 votes (15.99 per
cent) and 292 votes (7.85 per
cent) respectively. Incumbent
President Halimah Yacob’s term
will end on September 13. The
elected president serves a six-

year term. After the inclusion
of overseas votes, which were
counted on Tuesday, the total
number of ballots cast for the
presidential election 2023 stood
at 2,534,711, including reject-
ed votes. This makes up 93.55
per cent of the 2,709,407 reg-
istered electors for this election.

A predominantly Chinese
society has overwhelmingly
endorsed Tharman who has
served Singapore all his life in
public service.

Prior to being president-
elect, Tharman served as a
senior minister between 2019
and 2023; coordinating minis-
ter for social policies between
2015 and 2023; and Chairman
of the Monetary Authority of
Singapore between 2011 and
2023. He also served as
Singapore’s Deputy Prime
Minister from May 2011 to
May 2019.
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At least 28 places of wor-
ship of the Ahmadi

minority community have
either been attacked by radi-
cal Islamists or partially
demolished by police in differ-
ent parts of Pakistan so far in
2023, a report said on Tuesday.
The report, brought out by the
J a m a a t - e - A h m a d i y y a
Pakistan, representing the per-
secuted community, said that
since January 2023, at least 28
incidents of desecration of its
places of worship have taken
place across the country with
10 of these occurring in Sindh
and remaining in Punjab
province. 

“Some Ahmadi places of
worship came under attack by
a radical Islamist party while
in other incidents, police,
under the pressure of religious
extremists,  demolished
minarets and arches and
removed sacred writings,” the
report said. 

The latest such incident
was on Friday, September 8,
when the arches of a place of
worship of the Ahmadis were
destroyed by the police in
Punjab province, in defiance
of a high court order banning
such actions against the places
of worship of the minority
community built before 1984. 

The radical Tehreek-i-
Labbaik Pakistan (TLP) is
reportedly at the forefront of
stoking hatred against
Ahmadis and exerting pres-

sure on police action against
its places of worship. However,
not a single case against the
TLP activists has been regis-
tered for their alleged involve-
ment in any such incident so
far. 

Earlier, the Human Rights
Commission of Pakistan
(HRCP) said the destruction
of part of Ahmadiyya sites of
worship is a brazen violation
of the recent Lahore High
Court judgment regarding the
protection of Ahmadiyya sites
of worship. “It demonstrates
yet again that the communi-
ty is being hemmed in system-
atically and deliberately by law
enforcement and the religious
far right alike. According to
the 2014 Supreme Court judg-
ment, the police are supposed
to protect the community’s
right to practice its faith. The
government must hold the
perpetrators accountable,
repair the damage and ensure
that this does not recur again,”
the HRCP had said.

The Jamaat-e-Ahmadiyya
Pakistan says the situation is
becoming worse day by day
for the already marginalised
Ahmadis in the country.
“Ahmadis are facing persecu-
tion at the hands of the evil
elements. The acts of desecra-
tion of the places of worship
in various areas of Pakistan
continue unabated. It is a new
norm and the authorities are
doing nothing,” the report
said. The police are complic-
it with the extremist elements

and instead of protecting the
Ahmadi places of worship,
they are demolishing them,
the report said, and observed
that it was extremely sad how
“mobs use religion as an
excuse for their bigotry.” 

“Caretaker Prime Minister
Anwaar Kakar had said the
state is with the oppressed. It’s
time that he should keep his
words and send a strong sig-
nal to everyone that Pakistan
stands with its vulnerable
communities,” Jamaat-e-
Ahmadiyya Pakistan official
Amir Mahmood told PTI. 

Commenting on the
demolition of Ahmadiyya
places of worship by the state
officials “to fulfil the illegal
wishes of an extremist party,”
Mahmood said, “it can be
concluded that the state
departments are being black-
mailed by fearing the malice
of the extremist party.”

Ahmadis are usually
referred to as Qadianis in
Pakistan, which is considered
a derogatory term for them.
Pakistan’s Parliament in 1974
declared the Ahmadi commu-
nity as non-Muslims. A
decade later, they were banned
from call ing themselves
Muslims. They are banned
from preaching and from trav-
elling to Saudi Arabia for pil-
grimage. 

Although the number of
Ahmadis in Pakistan is
around a million, unofficial
figures put their population
much higher. 
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APakistani court on Tuesday
reserved judgement on a

petition filed by jailed former
prime minister Imran Khan
challenging the hearing of the
cipher case inside the Attock
prison in Punjab province.The
70-year-old chairman of the
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
party has been kept in jail since
August 5 after his conviction in
the Toshakhana corruption
case. His sentence was sus-
pended by the Islamabad High
Court (IHC) on August 29, but
he continues to remain in
Attock prison in the cipher
case. His remand has been
extended till September 13 by
a special court in the case.

The cricketer-turned-
politician is charged with the
violation of the Official Secrets
Act in connection with the
leakage of a confidential diplo-
matic cable from Pakistan’s
embassy in Washington.

During the hearing at the
Islamabad High Court, Imran’s

counsel Sher Afzal Marwat
alleged that there was malice
behind the change of venue for
the cipher case hearing, The
Express Tribune newspaper
reported.

“The purpose of this
change of venue notification is
to keep the PTI chairman in
jail. We have not even been
notified why the notification
was issued,” he said.

Underlining that any trial
of a civilian registered under
the Official Secret Acts takes

place in a special court, as per
the law, Marwat argued the rule
should be applicable in Khan’s
case as well.

He further questioned
under which law and authori-
ty was the law ministry able to
transfer the hearing of the case
to Attock Jail.

“How can the trial be
transferred from Islamabad to
Punjab? Transferring a trial to
another province can legally be
done only by the Supreme
Court, not by the chief com-
missioner or home secretary,”
Marwat argued, adding that if
the trial venue was to be
changed, a petition should
have been filed with the trial
judge.

In his argument,
Additional Attorney General
Mansoor Iqbal Dogal said the
notification related to the jail
trial was for one time only and
that the exception made the
PTI chief ’s petition ineffective.

After hearing both par-
ties, the IHC reserved its deci-
sion in the petition.
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Islamabad (PTI): Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-
N) supremo Nawaz Sharif will
return to Pakistan from
London on October 21 to
lead the party’s political cam-
paign in the upcoming elec-
tions, his younger brother
and former prime minister
Shehbaz Sharif  said on
Tuesday.

Nawaz, 73, has been living
in self-imposed exile in
London since November 2019.
“Nawaz Sharif will return to
Pakistan on October 21,”
Shehbaz said in a statement
after a meeting of the PML-
N’s top leadership headed by
Nawaz in London.

Shehbaz added that the
party founder would be given
a grand welcome upon return.

Nawaz was convicted in
the Al-Azizia Mills  and
Avenfield corruption cases in
2018. He was serving a seven-
year imprisonment at Lahore’s
Kot Lakhpat jail in the Al-
Azizia Mills case before he was
allowed to proceed to London
in 2019 on “medical grounds.”
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Blaming the current political
situation in Pakistan for

hindering the judicial perfor-
mance of the Supreme Court,
outgoing Chief Justice Umar Ata
Bandial has said that the “bitter
constitutional litigation” had
impacted the top court’s work-
ing, media reports said on
Tuesday.

Bandial, the Chief Justice of
Pakistan (CJP), was speaking at
a full court reference, a ceremo-
ny to mark the commence-
ment of the judicial year 2023-
24 on Monday, a day when the
apex court reopens after a three-
month vacation. His speech
was termed a farewell speech as
he would be retiring on
September 16. He took office as
the top judge in February 2022.

“The bitter constitutional
litigation has impacted the
Supreme Court’s performance.
The court was put to test in a
trying contest which was …
only hostile and aggressive [and]
as a result we sat back and
became [its] victim and suffered
in performance,”  Bandial, 64,

was quoted by the Dawn news-
paper as saying.

He expressed the hope that
the number of political and con-
stitutional matters would
decline so that the court could
focus more on disputes con-
cerning he ordinary litigants. He
had also pointed out how the
backlog remained substantial,
with only 2,000 cases addressed
out of the desired 50,000 reduc-
tion, the Dawn mentioned.

For the past almost one
year, the Supreme Court has
been marred with controversies
against the backdrop of a polit-
ical crisis, the Dawn reported
and added, how Bandial had
said he prayed for “political sta-
bility that would bring econom-
ic stability” but regretted that his
“innocent observations” were
sometimes mocked.

The term “short and sweet
judgment” was turned into sar-
casm, he said, referring to his
remarks earlier this month on
a petition filed by former prime
minister, Imran Khan challeng-
ing amendments to the National
Accountability Bureau (NAB)
law.

His greeting “good to see
you” was taken out of context
and misreported, Bandial said
and remarked that he expected
accurate reporting from the
media, the Dawn said, referring
to the CJP’s remarks when
Khan, arrested in an alleged cor-
ruption case, appeared before
him, seeking bail.

At the full court reference,
the CJPs usually take stock of
achievements and mention the
missed-out targets along with a
to-do list for the next year. But,
quoting legal experts, the Dawn
said, “The CJP’s speech hints at
the possibility that the ceremo-
ny was his last official commit-
ment and that he may not be
addressing a full court farewell
reference on the eve of his
retirement, as per tradition.”

The Express Tribune news-
paper reported that Bandial
recounted the trials faced by the
court during his tenure and
regretted that the Supreme
Court remained bogged down
by controversies. “Bandial
blamed the ongoing political sit-
uation for hobbling the judicial
performance,” it said, adding,

“Justice Bandial candidly admit-
ted that the court itself had fall-
en victim to the tough test and
environment.”

Bandial chose not to delve
into specific incidents and what
transpired but he said the deci-
sion made in the audio leaks
case was a reflection of the chal-
lenges faced, the Express
Tribune said. Bandial was quot-
ed as saying that “the overall sta-
bility will come only with polit-
ical stability in the country.”

As CJP Bandial begins his
last week in office, the media
report pointed out how under
his tenure, “the top court has
been criticised by mainstream
political parties, especially the
Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N) for extending undue
favours to the beleaguered
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf.”

PML-N president and for-
mer prime minister Shehbaz
Sharif had last month accused
CJP Bandial of “favouring”
Khan, saying his messages to the
lower courts led to the suspen-
sion of the sentence of the for-
mer premier in the Toshakhana
corruption case.
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Islamabad (PTI): Pakistan’s
Supreme Court on Tuesday
upheld the sentences of military
officers involved in the 1995 con-
spiracy to overthrow the govern-
ment of slain former PM Benazir
Bhutto. The case was based on
a plan by a group of officers to
storm a corps commanders
meeting scheduled to be held on
September 30 in 1995 at the
General Headquarters in
Rawalpindi to kill then Army
chief Gen Waheed Kakar and
prime minister Bhutto. The plot-
ters allegedly wanted to set up a
so-called Islamic government
in the country. The conspirators
were led by Maj Gen Zaheerul
Islam Abbasi, Brig Mustansir
Billa and 38 other military offi-
cers, including Col Mohammad
Azad Minhas and Col Inayat
Ullah Khan. They were arrested
on September 26, 1995.

The Field General Court
Martial sentenced Maj Gen
(retired) Abbasi to seven years in
jail and Brig Mustansir Billa to
14-year jail term for their
involvement in the attempted
coup. Col Minhas and Col Khan
were court-martialled in
September 1996 for their alleged
role in the conspiracy and sen-
tenced to four years each in
prison. Years later, Col Khan
challenged the sentence in the
Supreme Court in 2000 and Col
Minhas in the Lahore High
Court which dismissed his
appeal in May last year. Later he
also challenged it in the SC.
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The Biden administration
has cleared the way for the

release of five American citi-
zens detained in Iran by issu-
ing a blanket waiver for inter-
national banks to transfer
USD 6 billion in frozen
Iranian money from South
Korea to Qatar without fear of
US sanctions. In addition, as
part of the deal, the adminis-
tration has agreed to release
five Iranian citizens held in the
United States.

Secretary of State Antony
Blinken signed off on the
sanctions waivers late last
week, a month after US and
Iranian officials said an agree-
ment in principle was in place.
Congress was not informed of
the waiver decision until
Monday, according to the noti-
fication, which was obtained
by The Associated Press.

The outlines of the deal
had been previously
announced and the waiver
was expected. But the notifi-
cation marked the first time
the administration said it was
releasing five Iranian prison-
ers as part of the deal. The
prisoners have not been
named. The waiver drew crit-
icism of President Joe Biden
from Republicans and others
who say the deal will boost the
Iranian economy at a time
when Iran poses a growing
threat to US troops and
Mideast allies.

On X, the platform for-
merly known as Twitter, Sen.
Chuck Grassley of Iowa said
“it’s ridiculous for US to be
blackmailed into paying USD
6 billion for hostages which
will help indirectly finance
the number 1 foreign policy of
Iran: terrorism.” Sen. Tom
Cotton of Arkansas accused

Biden of “paying ransom to
the world’s worst state sponsor
of terrorism”.

Another Iran hawk, Sen.
Ted Cruz, R-Texas, said the
waivers were a sign the admin-
istration was secretly pursuing
a broader deal with Iran to
include more than the release
of the detainees.

“Today’s news confirms
there has already been a side
deal including a USD 6 billion
ransom and the release of
Iranian operatives,” Cruz said
in a statement.

The White House pushed
back on all criticism of the
waiver decision, saying it was
only a “procedural step” aimed
at fulfilling the tentative agree-
ment reached with Iran in
August.

“What is being pursued
here is an arrangement where-
in we secure the release of 5
wrongfully held Americans,”

said Adrienne Watson, a
spokeswoman for the National
Security Council.  “This
remains a sensitive and ongo-
ing process. While this is a step
in the process, no individuals
have been or will be released
into US custody this
week.”The waiver means that
European, Middle Eastern and
Asian banks will not run afoul
of US sanctions in converting
the money frozen in South
Korea and transferring it to
Qatar’s central bank, where it
will be held for Iran to use for
the purchase of humanitarian
goods.

The transfer of the USD 6
billion was the critical element
in the prisoner release deal,
which saw four of the five
American detainees trans-
ferred from Iranian jails into
house arrest last month. The
fifth detainee had already been
under house arrest.
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India’s industrial production
growth rose to a five-month
high of 5.7 per cent in July,

mainly due to good showing by
the manufacturing, mining and
power sectors, according to the
official data released on Tuesday.

The factory output growth
measured in terms of the Index
of Industrial Production (IIP)
stood at 2.2 per cent in July 2022.

The previous high was
recorded at six per cent growth
in February 2023. Thereafter, the
growth rate declined to 1.9 per
cent in March 2023 before ris-
ing to 4.6 per cent in April and
further to 5.3 per cent in May.
The IIP growth again decelerat-
ed to 3.8 per cent in June this
year. 

During April-July 2023-24,
the IIP growth works out to be
4.8 per cent, down from 10 per
cent in the corresponding peri-
od a year ago.

“The growth rates over the
corresponding period of the
previous year are to be interpret-
ed considering the unusual cir-
cumstances on account of the
COVID-19 pandemic since
March 2020,” an official state-

ment said.
As per the IIP data released

by the National Statistical Office
(NSO), the manufacturing sec-
tor’s output grew 4.6 per cent in
July 2023 against 3.1 per cent a
year ago.

Power generation rose eight
per cent in July 2023 compared
to 2.3 per cent in the year-ago
period. 

Mining output rose by 10.7
per cent during the month
under review against a 3.3 per
cent contraction a year ago.

As per use-based classifica-
tion, the capital goods segment
grew 4.6 per cent in July this year
compared to 5.1 per cent.

Consumer durables output
during the month declined by
2.7 per cent against a 2.3 per cent
growth in the year-ago period.

Consumer non-durable
goods output increased by 7.4
per cent compared to a contrac-
tion of 2.9 per cent a year earli-
er. 

Infrastructure/construction
goods posted a growth of 11.4
per cent over a 4.8 per cent
expansion in the same period a
year ago.

The data also showed that
the output of primary goods
logged 7.6 per cent growth in the
month against 2.5 per cent in the
year-ago period.

The intermediate goods
output in July rose 1.9 per cent
from 3.7 per cent growth during
the corresponding month last
year.
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Retail inflation declined
to 6.83 per cent in August

compared to July, mainly
due to easing food prices,
according to official data.

The Consumer Price
Index (CPI) based inflation
was at 7.44 per cent in July
and at 7 per cent in August
2022, as per the data released
by the National Statistical
Office (NSO) on Tuesday.

Food inflation eased to
9.94 per cent in August from
11.51 per cent in July.

The Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) has projected
the CPI inflation at 5.4 per
cent for 202
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Benchmark Sensex closed higher by
94 points while the broader Nifty

retreated from record high levels in
a volatile trading on Tuesday as
investors turned cautious amid high
valuation concerns.

Rising for an eighth day in a row,
the 30-share BSE Sensex rose by 94.05
points or 0.14 per cent to settle at
67,221.13. During the day, it jumped
412.02 points or 0.61 per cent to
67,539.10.

The broader Nifty, however,
pared all its gains and ended margin-
ally lower by 3.15 points or 0.02 per
cent at 19,993.20. During the day, the
50-issue barometer climbed 114
points or 0.57 per cent to hit its all-
time high of 20,110.35.

Among the Sensex firms, Tata
Consultancy Services, Larsen &
Toubro, Infosys, UltraTech Cement,
ICICI Bank, Nestle, ITC and Sun
Pharma were the major gainers.

Power Grid, NTPC, Tata Motors,
Tata Steel, Mahindra & Mahindra and
Reliance Industries were among the
laggards. “The level of pessimism has
risen in the stock market leading to
a precautionary approach to book profits on
a notion that the valuation has extended
beyond the rationale. The correction is hap-
pening on midcaps while largecaps are
maintaining their strength. 

“This cautious trend can prevail in the
short-term, but the end-game is on the rise
of the domestic economy, surprising upside
in corporate earnings, and change in
domestic investment patterns, which is

expected to continue on a long-term
basis,” said Vinod Nair, Head of
Research at Geojit Financial Services.

In the broader market, the BSE
smallcap gauge tumbled 4.02 per cent
and midcap index fell by 2.96 per cent.

Among the indices, utilities
tanked 3.74 per cent, power declined
by 3.66 per cent, telecommunication
(3.63 per cent), realty (3.26 per cent),
oil & gas (3.07 per cent), energy (2.77
per cent) and industrials (2.76 per
cent). IT, bankex and teck were the
gainers.

In Asian markets, Tokyo settled
in the green while Seoul, Shanghai
and Hong Kong ended lower.
European markets were trading on a
mixed note. The US stocks ended in
positive territory on Monday.

Foreign Institutional Investors
(FIIs) turned buyers on Monday as
they bought equities worth Rs
1,473.09 crore, according to exchange
data.

Global oil benchmark Brent
crude climbed 0.74 per cent to USD
91.31 a barrel.

The 30-share BSE benchmark
regained the 67,000 level on Monday.
The benchmark jumped 528.17 points

or 0.79 per cent to settle at 67,127.08. The
Nifty ended at 19,996.35, reflecting a gain
of 176.40 points or 0.89 per cent. 

The Nifty scaled the record 20,000 mark
for the first time ever in intra-day trade.
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The rupee appreciated 9
paise to close at 82.94 (pro-

visional) against the US dollar
on Tuesday amid fresh foreign
fund inflows and expectations
of better macroeconomic data.

Forex traders said the
Indian rupee appreciated on
Tuesday as domestic markets
hit fresh record highs after
Nifty breached the 20,000-
mark for the first time on
Monday.

At the interbank foreign
exchange market, the local unit
opened at 82.93 against the US
dollar and moved in a range of
82.86 to 83.01 in the day trade.

The rupee finally settled 9
paise higher at 82.94 (provi-
sional) against the previous
close.

On Monday, the rupee
closed on a flat note at 83.03
against the American currency.

“Indian rupee outperforms
among the Asian currencies on
the central bank’s dollar selling
ahead of the inflation data. The
expectation of ease in India’s
inflation numbers and better

industrial output, which will be
released after the market clos-
es, supported the rupee,” Dilip
Parmar, Research Analyst at
HDFC Securities, said.

Spot USD-INR has support
at 82.80 and resistance at 83.15.
In the short term, the pair is
likely to consolidate in a narrow
range before heading higher
while the medium-term trend
remains bullish, Parmar said.

Meanwhile, the dollar
index, which gauges the green-
back’s strength against a basket
of six currencies, rose 0.18 per
cent to 104.76.
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The US lauded India for hosting
the G20 summit, calling it a big

“success” and hailing the landmark
‘India-Middle East-Europe Economic
Corridor’ which will usher in a new
era of connectivity from Europe to
Asia and will stimulate economic
growth across the two continents.

The G20 Leaders’ two-day sum-
mit, held under India’s presidency,
wrapped up on Sunday. On Saturday,
the ambitious India-Middle East-
Europe Economic Corridor (IMEC)
was jointly announced by the leaders
of the US, India, Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates, France,
Germany, Italy and the European
Union on the sidelines of the summit
in New Delhi.

The new economic corridor is

seen as an alternative to China’s
controversial Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI).

During a regular press briefing on
Monday, the US State Department
spokesperson Matthew Miller told
reporters,” It was a landmark India-
Middle East-Europe Economic
Corridor (IMEC) that we believe will
usher in a new era of connectivity
from Europe to Asia that will stim-
ulate economic growth, economic
development across the two conti-
nents, as well as cooperation on ener-
gy and digital connectivity.”

“The memorandum of under-
standing is among the United States,
India, Saudi Arabia, the UAE, EU, and
other G20 partners to explore a
shipping and rail transportation cor-
ridor that will enable the flow of com-
merce, energy, and data from India,

the Middle East, and Europe,” he said
in response to a question.

Miller said that the recently con-
cluded G20 Summit in New Delhi
was a big success.

“We absolutely believe that it was
a success,” he said.

“First, with respect to the state-
ment, the G20 is a big organisation.
Russia is a member of the G20; China
is a member of the G20. There are
members that have a diverse range of
views. We believe the fact that the
organisation was able to issue a
statement that calls for respecting ter-
ritorial integrity and sovereignty and
saying that those principles should
not be violated is an extremely
important statement because that is
exactly what is at the heart of Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine,” he said.

“It is those very questions. So we

thought that was an incredibly impor-
tant statement for them to make. You
also saw important announcements
made at the G20 about new econom-
ic arrangements between Saudi
Arabia and India that the United
States was a part of,” Miller said.

“With respect to (Chinese)
President Xi Jinping not attending -
I’m not going to speak to whether
President Xi should have attended or
should not have attended. I will say
we found it incredibly productive for
President Biden and Secretary
Blinken to be there, engaging direct-
ly with their counterparts,” he said.

“There is no substitute for that,
and we found it incredibly produc-
tive for the interests of the United
States to be able to have those con-
versations and advance them. As the
White House made public over the

weekend, in addition to the sessions,
the President had a number of pull-
asides with leaders of other countries
where we were actively advancing the
foreign policy priorities of the United
States, including engaging on the war
in Ukraine,” Miller said.

India managed to hammer out an
unexpected consensus among the
G20 countries on the contentious
Ukraine conflict through a series of
hectic negotiations with emerging
economies such as Brazil, South
Africa and Indonesia playing a lead-
ing role in reaching the agreement on
the declaration on the first day of the
summit.

The G20 member countries rep-
resent around 85 per cent of the glob-
al GDP, over 75 per cent of the glob-
al trade, and about two-thirds of the
world population.
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Road Transport and High-
ways Minister Nitin Gadkari

on Tuesday spoke of the need to
levy an additional 10 per cent tax
on diesel-run vehicles to help cut
emissions, but later clarified
that there was no proposal
under government considera-
tion to impose such a tax.

Speaking at the annual con-
vention of automobile manufac-
turers body SIAM, Gadkari said
rising pollution level is a serious
health concern and there is a
case for increasing taxes to dis-
suade sale of diesel vehicles.

“I am requesting the
Finance Minister to impose an
additional 10 per cent GST on
diesel engines/vehicles. This is
the only way to phase out diesel
vehicles,” he said, indicating a
meeting was scheduled with
the Finance Minister for hand-
ing over a letter he had drafted
on the issue.

But soon after he took to X,
formerly known as Twitter, to
clarify the government’s posi-
tion.

“It is essential to clarify that
there is no such proposal cur-
rently under active consideration

by the government,” he said in
a post on X, referring to media
reports quoting him as suggest-
ing an additional 10 per cent
GST on diesel vehicles.

He emphasised that there
was a need to embrace cleaner
fuels to cut emissions.

“In line with our commit-
ments to achieve Carbon Net
Zero by 2070 and to reduce air
pollution levels caused by haz-
ardous fuels like diesel, as well
as the rapid growth in automo-
bile sales, it is imperative to
actively embrace cleaner and
greener alternative fuels. These
fuels should be import substi-
tutes, cost-effective, indigenous,
and pollution-free,” he said on X.

At the Society of Indian
Automobile Manufacturers
(SIAM) convention, he had
warned that the government
would increase taxes so much
that it would become difficult to
sell diesel vehicles.

Most of the commercial
vehicles in the country cur-
rently run on diesel.

In the passenger vehicle
segment, various carmakers
including Maruti Suzuki India
and Honda have already stopped
manufacturing diesel cars.

Gadkari said the contribu-
tion of diesel cars has already
come down drastically in the
country and the manufacturers
need to stop selling them in the
market.

The minister also highlight-
ed that India is utilising a major
portion of fossil fuels in the
transport sector which is posing
a big economic as well as pollu-
tion challenge.

He suggested alternatives
such as biofuels, ethanol and
green hydrogen in addition to
electric vehicles.

At the SIAM annual con-
vention, the minister said the
country is making good roads

across the country, which is lead-
ing to the growth of the automo-
bile industry.

“The auto industry is grow-
ing at 15-18 per cent and it is also
leading to enhanced usage of
fossil fuels. If this goes on like
this, you (companies) will be
happy, but pollution will make
the people of this country sad.
So quickly leave petrol, diesel.
Please focus on alternatives,
this is my request to you,”
Gadkari said.

He further said, “I will
request the finance minister for
10 per cent pollution tax as addi-
tional GST on all such engines
utilising diesel, from generator

sets to vehicle engines.”
Seeking cooperation from

the auto industry, Gadkari said,
“I think you will not force me to
push this proposal... This is the
appropriate time, it is not rock-
et science, this is already every-
where in the world... So I will
request you all to take suo moto
initiative and cooperate with us
in moving away from
diesel/petrol, this is my humble
request.”

Terming diesel as a haz-
ardous fuel, he noted that the
country has to import the fuel
to meet the demand.

“Say goodbye to diesel...
Please stop making them, oth-
erwise, we will just increase the
tax so much that it would
become difficult to sell diesel
cars” Gadkari said.

He said he would propose
additional GST on diesel-pow-
ered generators as well.

Automobiles are currently
taxed at 28 per cent GST, with
additional cess ranging from 1
per cent to 22 per cent depend-
ing on the type of vehicle.

SUVs attract the highest
GST at the rate of 28 per cent
along with a compensation cess
at 22 per cent.

Gadkari also asked the
industry to focus on environ-
ment-friendly alternative fuels
like ethanol.

He also asked the industry
to focus on green hydrogen.

Gadkari reiterated that India
needs to move away from fossil
fuels in order to meet its carbon
neutral target, which cannot
happen without the cooperation
of the auto industry.

Later, addressing the gath-
ering, SIAM Vice President and
Managing Director Tata Motors
Passenger Vehicles, Shailesh
Chandra said, “The need from
the automotive industry to reach
net zero ahead of nations pledge
of 2070 is pretty much an imper-
ative and the industry will strive
to deliver as per the vision of the
government.”

Automobiles are currently
taxed at 28 per cent GST, with
additional cess ranging from 1
per cent to 22 per cent depend-
ing on the type of vehicle.

SUVs attract the highest
GST at the rate of 28 per cent
along with a compensation cess
at 22 per cent.

He also asked the industry
to focus on green hydrogen.
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Global tech major IBM on Tuesday said
there is “no slowdow” in tech spends in

India, ducking the headwinds reported in
some advanced economies.

IBM India’s managing director Sandip
Patel also said that people’s confusions on
the data privacy law will get clarified as the
law is implemented.

It can be noted that a slew of domestic
IT majors, which depend on technology
spends in advance economies for their rev-
enues, have reported headwinds because of
factors like geopolitical tensions, commod-
ity price hikes, inflationary pressures and
interest rates hardening.

“Domestic market, I don’t see any
slowdown,” Patel said when asked about the
impact of the global scene on the compa-
ny’s operations locally.

Patel said he is “very bullish” on the tech-
nology prospects in the country, given the
tailwinds like digitisation and increased
adoption of automation.

The company’s general manager for Asia

Pacific Paul Burton said that he does not see
things slowing down either, pointing to
lower technology spends as a percentage of
GDP when compared to advance economies
and a growing integration with world mar-
kets as the factors which will aid the
growth.

He, however, said that factors like
demographics — where fewer people are
entering the workforce as compared to those
retiring or withdrawing — will have a fall-
out on the IT sector.

“Fewer people (are) entering the work-

force, and even a smaller percentage of that
cohort entering the workforce has the skills
that are needed for digital transformation
and digitisation that is happening in the
economy, that should tell you that labour
rates are going up,” he said.

He was also quick to clarify that he is
not hinting at a hike in prices of services,
and added that businesses will have to resort
to using tools like artificial intelligence and
automation which will ensure that they are
not forced to increase prices and face the
consequences on the demand front.

Meanwhile, when asked about confu-
sions among small businesses on the pro-
visions of the new bill on data privacy, Patel
said a lot of the concerns on an earlier draft
have been taken on board in the new bill.

“… people are still confused about it (the
bill). I think as some of these solutions and
technologies, they start to take shape, the bill
will get a lot more clarified in terms of how
it is implemented,” Patel said.

Both Patel and Burton said that IBM is
using a slew of artificial intelligence inputs
in its own work across departments.
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India’s domestic air passenger
traffic rose about 23 per cent

year-on-year to 1.24 crore in
August and was 6 per cent
higher than the pre-Covid level
(August 2019) of around 1.18
crore, credit rating agency Icra
said on Thursday. 

On a sequential basis, the
growth in traffic during the
previous month was around 3.2
per cent, with 1.21 crore passen-
gers flying on domestic routes in
July, it added.

Also, the capacity deploy-
ment in the reporting month
grew 10 per cent against August
2022 and lower by 1 per cent in
comparison to the pre-COVID
levels (August 2019), Icra said.

The ratings agency said the
outlook on the domestic aviation
industry is ‘stable’ on the back of
the fast-paced recovery in

domestic passenger traffic in the
previous fiscal and expectations
of the trend continuing in this
fiscal as well.

Moreover, the industry wit-
nessed improved pricing power,
reflected in the better yields and
thus the revenue per available
seat kilometre – cost per avail-
able seat kilometre (RASK-
CASK) spread of the airlines, it
noted. 

The same is expected to
continue with a year-on-year
decline in aviation turbine fuel
(ATF) prices since April this year
and relatively stable foreign
exchange rates, Icra said.

It noted that sequential
increases in jet fuel prices remain
at elevated levels vis-a-vis pre-
Covid levels, and despite a
healthy recovery in air passen-
ger traffic, the domestic aviation
industry continues to face chal-
lenges.
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Former Spanish football federation
president Luis Rubiales must appear

in court on Friday in connection with
the investigation into his forcible kiss
on Jenni Hermoso's lips after the
Women's World Cup final.

Rubiales has been summoned to
appear at 1200 local time (1000 GMT)
before an examining magistrate "to be
heard as an accused" and to respond to
accusations of "sexual assault", a Madrid
court said in a statement on Tuesday.

The 46-year-old kissed Hermoso
following Spain's triumph in Sydney on
August 20, which she says was not con-
sensual, while Rubiales insists it was.

Judge Francisco de Jorge of the
National Court admitted a complaint
against Rubiales on Monday filed by
Spanish prosecutors last week regard-
ing alleged "crimes of sexual assault and
"coercion".

Under a recent reform of the
Spanish penal code, a non-consensual
kiss can be considered sexual assault,
a criminal category that groups togeth-
er all types of sexual violence.

The penalties for a forced kiss can
range from a fine to four years in prison,
according to sources from the public
prosecutors' office.

Rubiales stepped down as the
Spanish football federation's president
on Sunday but continued to defend

himself over the kiss. "I have faith in the
truth and I will do everything in my
power so that it prevails," Rubiales wrote
in an open letter.

Hermoso, 33, who plays for
Mexican club Pachuca, has said the
unwanted kiss left her feeling "vulner-
able and like the victim of an assault",
with a statement on social media
describing it as "an impulsive, macho
act, out of place and with no type of
consent on my part".

She also accused Rubiales of pres-
suring her to speak out in his defence
immediately after the furore over the
kiss erupted, which prosecutors said
could be considered a crime of coer-
cion.
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Once the most expensive
footballer in the world,

France star Paul Pogba has sunk
to a new low after being provi-
sionally suspended for a doping
violation.

Injuries and a bizarre black-
mail plot involving his own
brother have dominated his sec-
ond spell at Juventus, and the lat-
est revelations came just as the
midfielder looked ready to get
back to his best.

Italy's anti-doping authori-
ty NADO revealed on Monday
that Pogba, who is still only 30,
showed elevated levels of testos-
terone in a test taken after Juve's
season-opening win at Udinese,
a match in which he did not
even play.

Pogba has since been a sub-
stitute in Juve's other two Serie
A matches and despite picking
up a thigh knock against Empoli
earlier this month could well
have featured in Saturday's home
fixture against Lazio had he not
been dealt the latest of a series
of blows to his career.

The test result came soon
after the release of an interview

with Al Jazeera in which he said
he wanted to make his critics "eat
their words". "I want to show
them I'm not weak. They can
talk bad about me. I will never
give up," he said.

He has only started one
match since returning to Juve as
a free agent from Manchester
United in July last year, six
years after leaving the Turin
giants for a then world record
105 million euros with four
Italian league titles to his name.

It was a move which was
supposed to regenerate his
career which had gone stale in
England, but he almost imme-
diately suffered a serious knee
injury in pre-season.

And his initial decision to
not undergo surgery in a bid to
make the Qatar World Cup
eventually back-fired, ending
his chances of helping France
defend their world title and
further complicating his club
campaign.

Pogba faces an anxious wait
for the result of his 'B' sample,
with the spectre of a potential
four-year ban hanging over a
player whose life has turned into
something of a nightmare.
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India lost to the UAE 0-3 as their campaign
in the AFC U-23 Asian Cup 2024

Qualification ended with a second consec-
utive defeat, here at the Dalian Suoyuwan
Stadium on Tuesday.

India finished at the bottom of Group
G, having earlier lost to China 1-2.

UAE topped the group with four points
and a better goal difference. China, who also
have four points, now have an outside
chance of making the next round as one of
the four best second-placed teams.

Both India and the UAE sensed the
urgency and began the match at great inten-
sity with tackles flying in both halves of the
pitch. Jiteshwor Singh picked up a booking
around the quarter hour mark for a tackle
in the middle of the pitch.

The UAE managed to take the lead in
the 26th minute as the Indian defenders were
left rather confused after a melee inside the
box. Mohammed Abbas Alblooshi was
awarded the goal after a lengthy discussion
between the referee and his assistant.

The lead was doubled just three min-

utes after the half-hour mark, when Sultan
Adil Alameeri's low drive from inside the
box found the back of the net.

Sensing the game slipping away, India
began to rotate the ball around the park in
search of openings.

However, the UAE back-line managed
to keep the Indians at bay.

After the change of ends, India looked
to put some pressure on the UAE defence.
Parthib Gogoi made a foray down the right
into the attacking third early in the second

half, but his cross evaded all the forwards.
India head coach Clifford Miranda

made a couple of changes, bringing on
Rabeeh Anjukandan and Sourav in place of
Sanjeev Stalin and Parthib Gogoi a little after
the hour mark, as they looked to pull one
back.

However, UAE waited for the perfect
opportunity to spring a counter-attack. Goal-
keeper Hamad Abdulla Almeqbaali laun-
ched a long ball forward, as Eisa Khalfan fin-
ished off the move to make it 3-0.
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India's Kiran George,
who won the Indo-

nesia Masters title last
weekend, failed to
keep the momentum
going as he could not
make the main draw, bowing out
in the men's singles qualification
round of the Hong Kong Open
here on Tuesday.

George was shown the door
by Malaysia's Jun Hao Leong 20-
22, 21-14, 14-21 in the second
round of qualification. The
Indian had earlier defeated Chi-
nese Taipei's Yu Jen Chi 21-15,
21-17 in the opening round of
the qualifiers. Mithun
Manjunath and Ravi also bowed
out in the qualifiers of the men's
singles. Both the players lost to
Hong Kong's Jason Gunawan.

While Manjunath lost 20-
22, 15-21 to Gunawan in the
opening round, Ravi was shown
the door 15-21, 14-21 in the sec-

ond round by the local
shuttler.

In women's sin-
gles, Malvika Bansod
progressed to the
main draw after her
Thai opponent Pitcha-
mon Opatniputh

retired midway due to an injury
while leading 14-21, 10-11.

The Indian women's dou-
bles pair of Treesa Jolly and
Pullela Gayatri Gopichand
entered the second round of the
main draw after beating Dutch
combination of Debora Jille and
Cheryl Seinen 21-15, 16-21, 21-
16 in the opening round.

The other Indian women's
doubles duo of Tanisha Crasto
and Ashwini Ponnappa will
take on Chinese Taipei's Chia
Hsin Lee and Chun Hsun Teng
in the opening round after qual-
ifying for the main draw follow-
ing a 21-16, 21-14 win over com-
patriots N Sikki Reddy and
Arathi Sara Sunil.
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Bruno Fernandes ran the
show for Portugal as they
romped to a record 9-0

win over Luxembourg on Mon-
day without suspended talisman
and all-time top goalscorer
Cristiano Ronaldo.

Roberto Martinez's side
have now won all six of their
qualifying games, without con-
ceding a single goal and scoring
24 themselves, with this the
country's largest ever victory.

Portugal lead the Group J
standings, five points clear of
Slovakia in second place, whom
they beat in Bratislava on Friday.
Luxembourg are third, three
points behind Slovakia.

Manchester United play-
maker Fernandes, who scored
Portugal's winner against
Slovakia, laid on three goals as
the Selecao filled their boots and
scored one himself.

Goncalo Ramos, Diogo Jota
and Goncalo Inacio struck two
goals each, while Ricardo Horta
and Joao Felix also scored.

Martinez, who replaced
Fernando Santos after the Qatar
World Cup, has a 100 percent
record at the helm to date.

"We are still at the beginning
of a new era with a new coach
and we are still taking on board
the coach's ideas," said Jota.

"Today we set a reference
point match (to look at in) the
future." Sporting Lisbon defend-
er Inacio sent the hosts ahead in
the 12th minute with a header
from Fernandes' exquisite cross
with the outside of his foot.

Paris Saint-Germain striker

Ramos drilled home the second
five minutes later after Fernan-
des pressed high to win the ball
back. The 22-year-old striker
then grabbed another goal in the
33rd minute with a clever turn
and clinical finish for his sixth

goal in eight appearances for his
country.

Liverpool striker Jota hit the
crossbar as Portugal dominated
at the Algarve stadium near the
country's south coast. Inacio
headed home his second goal

from another Fernandes cross
on the stroke of half-time and
Jota struck early in the second
half for the fifth, set up by the
Red Devils midfielder again.

Portugal thrashed Luxem-
bourg 6-0 in their first clash in

the Grand Duchy and Horta
rifled home from the edge of the
box for their sixth of the night
to match the haul.

Jota, who set up Horta, wal-
loped home the seventh as
Portugal continued pushing on

without remorse, and Fernandes
capped his virtuoso display by
netting the eighth.

That matched their previous
best win, 8-0 on three occasions,
but substitute Felix struck a
superb ninth from the edge of

the box to set Portugal's new
record.

"We have a great group of
players, we take every game very
seriously," said Horta.

"We're on the right track, but
we have things to improve.

Against Slovakia we played a
game that was not at the level
this team (can offer)."

Martinez's side can qualify
for Euro 2024 on October 13 if
they beat Slovakia and Luxem-
bourg fail to beat Iceland.
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Fernando Santos' position as
Poland coach remained

uncertain on Tuesday after he
met with the president of the
country's football federation
following the team's poor start
to European Championship
qualifying.

The 68-year-old Santos,
who has only been in the job
since January after spending
eight years as coach of his
native Portugal, will hold fur-
ther talks with Cezary Kulesza
this week and no final decision
has been taken on his future, federation
spokesman and team manager Jakub
Kwiatkowski said.

Poland, with star striker Robert
Lewandowski, is fourth in its five-team European
Championship qualifying group - behind
Albania, the Czech Republic and Moldova - after
losing three of its five games so far. The results
and performances have prompted criticism from
fans and national media.

Santos parted ways with Portugal after last
year's World Cup in Qatar. He is Poland's third
foreign-born coach, after Leo Beenhakker and

Paulo Sousa.
He was tasked with improv-

ing Poland's underwhelming
record at recent major tourna-
ments, with the team having
only advanced from the group
stage at one World Cup (2022)
and one European
Championship (2016) since
1986, but it might not even get
to Euro 2024.

With three matches
remaining in qualifying, Poland
is four points behind first-place
Albania and two points off the
Czechs in second place. The top
two qualify automatically.

Santos was asked after the 2-0 loss to Albania
on Sunday if he would resign, and he said he
wouldn't because "not everything is lost yet" for
Poland in qualifying.

Poland's next game is against last-place
Faeroe Islands on October 12.

Polish sports media have speculated that
Santos could be replaced by a Pole, with Marek
Papszun and Michal Probierz potential options.

Raków Czestochowa became Polish league
champions for the first time last season under
Papszun and also won the Polish Cup twice
under him, in 2021 and '22.
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With the US Open, the last
of this year's majors out of

the way, the stage is cleared for
the Davis Cup which enters its
16-team Finals group stage
across four locations on Tuesday.

The top two from each
group round-robin -- they will
be hosted in Bologna,
Manchester, Valencia and Split
-- will move into the knockout
phase in Spain in November.

It is still not certain whether
the newly-crowned US Open
champion Novak Djokovic will
play for Serbia this week -
although he is slated to appear
in Valencia - but there will be
some big names on show,
notably former world number
one Andy Murray who is in the
Great Britain team that hosts a
group in Manchester.

World number two Carlos
Alcaraz, however, was ruled out
of the Spanish team after his

semi-final exit at Flushing
Meadows.

"I talked to him and his
team throughout the US Open,"
said Spain captain David Ferrer.

"I was there and watched
most of his games, but it is true
that he ended up very tired, with
some physical problems."

With no Rafael Nadal either,
Spain will instead be lead by
Alejandro Davidovich, current-
ly ranked 25th in the world.

It is Canada, however, draw-
ing on the experience of Denis
Shapovalov and Vasek Pospisil,
who are ranked at number one
in Davis Cup, having won their
first-ever title last year.

Canada are one of four
teams to qualify automatically,
along with last year's runners-up
Australia and wildcards Spain
and Italy, who will meet the
Canadians in a crunch match on
Wednesday.

They have been joined by 12
qualifiers -- Chile, Croatia,

Czech Republic, Finland, France,
Great Britain, Netherlands,
Serbia, South Korea, Sweden,

Switzerland and United States.
Eleven of the 16 contenders

have already won the Davis

Cup including Britain who
claimed their tenth title with a
Murray-inspired victory over

Belgium in the 2015 final.
Now ranked 41 in singles

after some serious career-threat-
ening injuries and struggling to
make an impact in Grand Slam
tournaments, 36-year-old
Murray is craving one last tilt at
a major title.

"I do genuinely believe the
team can win the event," he said
at the team press conference on
Monday.

"That's huge motivation to
be a part of it. I want to help the
team in any way I can, whether
that's on the court or off. We'll
see what happens."

He has good support from
world number 17 Cameron
Norrie, Dan Evans (27th), dou-
bles specialist Neal Skupski and
21-year-old Jack Draper, who
was called up after reaching the
fourth round of a Grand Slam
for the first time in New York.

There are two singles
matches in each tie and a dou-
bles, all played on the same day,

reducing the likelihood of dou-
bling up.

Another old favourite Stan
Wawrinka, 38, who delivered the
Davis Cup for Switzerland
alongside Roger Federer in 2014,
is back in the Swiss line-up
alongside 21-year-old Dominick
Stricker who made the last 16 at
Flushing Meadows.

The US, who won the last of
their 32 Davis Cups in 2007, will
be led by Francis Tiafoe and
Tommy Paul while South Korea
will be aiming to reach the
quarter-finals for the first time.
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Group A, Bologna: Italy,
Canada, Sweden, Chile
Group B, Manchester: Great
Britain, Australia, France,
Switzerland
Group C, Valencia: Spain, Ser-
bia, South Korea, Czech Repub-
lic
Group D, Split: Croatia, United
States, Netherlands, Finland
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Bengaluru has been added to
the list of host cities for the

upcoming edition of the Subroto
Cup International Football
Tournament, to be held from
September 19 to October 23 at
three venues.

The oldest national inter-
school football tournament was
earlier held in Delhi and
Gurugram. While the Under-17
junior boys and girls tourna-
ments will be held in Delhi-
NCR, the Under-14 sub-junior
boys competition will be played
at the ASC Centre, the Air
Force School, Jalahalli and the
Air Force School, Yehalanka in
Bengaluru.

In Delhi-NCR, the match-
es will be played at the
Ambedkar Stadium, Tejas
Football Ground (Delhi),
Subroto Football Ground
(Delhi) and the GD Goenka
School (Gurugram).
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Sri Lankan duo of Dunith
Wellalage and part-timer

Charith Asalanka spun a web
around the Indian batters on a
turning track, restricting them
to a sub-par 213 in their Asia
Cup Super 4 match here on
Tuesday.

Left-arm spinner Wellalage
(5/40), all of 20, and offie
Asalanka (4/18) knifed through
the star-studded line-up after
India opted to bat.

But before spinners exploit-
ed the generous turn and grip on
the Premadasa pitch, India start-
ed their innings in a blazing
fashion.

Rohit Sharma, who made 53
off 48 balls, added 80 runs for
the opening wicket with
Shubman Gill (19), and that
remained the brightest phase of
Indian innings.

Watching Rohit and Gill
adding those runs in just 12
overs rekindled the memories of
India's blitz against Pakistan on
Monday, when they posted a
massive 356 for two.

During his innings, the
Indian captain also went past a
significant personal milestone,
becoming the sixth Indian bats-
men to score 10000 runs in
ODIs.

The landmark came in a
befitting fashion too, as Rohit
lifted pacer Kasun Rajita over his
head for a majestic six.

Other Indian batsmen to
reach the mark are: Sachin
Tendulkar, Sourav Ganguly,
Rahul Dravid, Virat Kohli and
MS Dhoni. Indeed, a magnifi-

cent company to be in!
However, the introduction

of Wellalage changed the whole
complexion of the game as the
spinner halted Indian batsmen's
charge.

Gill was the first to go. The
opener played a forward defence
without entirely covering the line
and once the ball beat his bat,

Gill's fate was sealed.
Wellalage, a former under-

19 captain of his country, then
went on to show why he has
been spoken so highly in Lankan
cricketing circles.

He bowled a straight, quick
delivery and Rohit could not
bring his bat down on time, as
the ball rearranged his timber.

But Wellalage wasn't fin-
ished yet. He added the wickets
of Virat Kohli (3), KL Rahul (39),
who added 63 runs with Ishan
Kishan (33) for the fourth wick-
et, and Hardik Pandya (5) to his
kitty for his maiden five-wicket
haul in ODI cricket.

None of the following bats-
men also could effectively negate

the uneven bounce and turn on
the pitch, as Asalanka wreaked
havoc.

His delivery to dismiss
Ravindra Jadeja would carry a
lot of repeat value.

The ball reared from the
length, turned and bounced
viciously to take an edge of
Jadeja's bat before nestling in

stumper Kusal Mendis' gloves.
Now, the Indian spin troika

of Kuldeep Yadav, Axar Patel and
Jadeja will have to replicate the
performance of their Lankan
counterparts.

For India, a win against
Lanka will assure them a place
in the final with four points.

A defeat will not harm
India, but they will need a vic-
tory against Bangladesh on
Friday.

Their current NRR of +4.56,
which will dip a bit if they lose
this match, too might come
handy in the event of an equa-
tion tussle with Pakistan and Sri
Lanka.

If India will have to split
points on Tuesday after a
washout, then they will enter the
final with three points, awaiting
either Lanka or Pakistan in the
summit clash.
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Returning to action after a
long injury layoff, India

wicketkeeper batter KL Rahul
says he was a bundle of nerves
and it took him some time to
settle down before going for his
shots against a quality Pakistan
attack in the Asia Cup in
Colombo.

The 31-year-old, who had
suffered a debilitating thigh
injury during the IPL which later
necessitated a surgery, smashed
an unconquered 106-ball 111 to
play a vital role in India's mas-
sive 228-run win over Pakistan
on Monday.

"Obviously, this is my first
international match after a long
time. I played a couple of prac-
tice games, but we all know the
intensity is not the same. So
when I walked in, I had that ini-
tial nervousness," Rahul told Star
Sports after his sixth ODI hun-
dred.

"It took me 10-15 balls to
just calm myself down and get
my feet moving, get my mind
thinking of the right things.
Then, when I hit one or two
boundaries, all those things,
the fogginess in your clarity,
went away, and it became like
before."

Rain interruptions made
things further difficult as Rahul
and Virat Kohli (122 not out)
had to restart the India innings,
which was suspended on
Sunday because of rain, at 147
for two in 24.1 overs.

"I was looking at the ball,

looking at the situation, and you
see what you have to do. But just
when I got my rhythm, it start-
ed raining...And I had to wait for
a whole day," Rahul said.

"Today we came back and
had to wait for the innings to
start. So I had to restart the
innings again. So, again, the first
10-15 balls were sort of nervy,
and after that, once you start to
hit a few balls in the middle, you
forget about those things, and
then you start thinking about
where you can score runs and
what I have to do."

Rahul, who underwent
rehabilitation at the National
Cricket Academy (NCA) in
Bengaluru to get fit for the Asia
Cup but missed the first two

group matches due to a niggle,
forged a 233-run stand with
Kohli for the unconquered 
third wicket to power India to
356-2.

Talking about his partner-
ship with Kohli, Rahul said: "He
has hit 13,000 runs. I can't say
anything about that man; he is
just phenomenal. Words are
short to describe what a great
cricketer he is, and I've always
felt comfortable playing with
him in the middle.

"Initially, he gave me some
time; I had said that I need some
time to get those quick singles
because I need to feel comfort-
able and confident in my body,
and he understood that. After
that, it was just a flow.
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Pakistan's heavy defeat to
India in the Asia Cup was a

"timely reminder" for the team
to get their act together before
next month's World Cup, head
coach Grant Bradburn said.
India posted 356-2 in Colombo
after rain forced the match into
a reserve day and then bowled
out Pakistan for 128 in 32 overs
to register their biggest ODI vic-
tory over their arch-rivals.

"My gut feeling is that we are
grateful for the gift that has been
this last two days," Bradburn told
reporters after the drubbing.

"We don't get to play some
of the best players in the world
very often," he added.

"We haven't lost a game of
cricket for the last three months,
so it's a timely reminder that we
need to turn up every day, put
in our best on the park, and it's
actually a gift in the last two days
we haven't done that."

Pakistan elected to bowl
after Azam won the toss but the
team soon lost their grip after a
121-run opening stand between
skipper Rohit Sharma and
Shubman Gill.

Virat Kohli and KL Rahul
hit 122 and 111 respectively to
extend India's domination in an
unbeaten stand of 233.

"We lost at all facets of the
game," Bradburn said. "No
excuses, we weren't good
enough in the last two days."

Pakistan's bowling, led by
Shaheen Shah Afridi, had rattled
India's top order last week in an
Asia Cup group game, bowling
them out for 266 before the
match was abandoned because
of rain.

But Rohit, Gill, Rahul and
Kohli came roaring back in the
Super Four contest to take the
attack to the bowlers.

Bradburn, a former New
Zealand international who
played seven Tests and 11 ODIs,
said Pakistan will learn from the
batting assault.

"Certainly wasn't a surprise.
Everyone's seen how lethal our
bowling attack is and good
teams will counteract that," he
said.

Azam started the tourna-
ment with 151 against minnows
Nepal but Bradburn said
Pakistan's batting still lacked
firepower. "Our batting unit
hasn't clicked in the past month
and again, that is a positive sign,"
he said.

"We have full trust in them.
We are very consistent with
our selection. We know they will
come right."

Pakistan next play Sri Lanka
on Thursday.
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Reece Topley is taking nothing for
granted regarding his involvement in

the defence of England's World Cup title
in India following an injury-blighted
career. The 29-year-old left-arm quick has
suffered four separate stress fractures in
his back.

But having overcome those injuries,
he seemed all set to feature in last year's
T20 World Cup in Australia only to be
ruled out by a freak trip over a bound-
ary cushion ahead of England's final
warm-up match.

The ensuing ankle ligament damage
meant he was reduced to the role of a
long-distance spectator as England added
the T20 global title to their 50-over
crown.

Having regained fitness, the 6ft 7in
(2.01 metres) paceman dislocated his
shoulder at the Indian Premier League in
April.

And with the start of the 50-over
World Cup in India now less than a
month away, Topley admitted: "You
could say I have a bit of PTSD (post-trau-
matic stress disorder) about getting on the
plane again because it was pretty emo-
tional coming back from the last (World
Cup) injured.

"But injuries happen in sport. You
can only do so much to prevent them. I
don't really think about it too much. It's
just the nature of it: you get good days
and bad days at the minute.

"As you get older, the injuries do get
a bit harder to come back from — just

the nature of just being years older. It's
not like you won't ever come back from
it, it's just always a bit trickier."

Topley has been included in
England's provisional World Cup squad
following a fine home season last year.

But having gone wicketless in four

ODIs, he starred with 3-27 in the 2nd
ODI against New Zealand at
Southampton on Sunday as England lev-
elled the four-match series at 1-1 with a
79-run win in a rain-affected match.

Topley, who took 13 wickets in
seven ODIs in the last English season at
an impressive average of 16.38, said: "I've
got to thank the guys for showing that
what I did last year didn't go unnoticed.

"My record in the format is pretty
good. I like to think that I can contribute
whenever needed. It's nice to be finding
my feet again, hopefully just at the right
time for India," he added ahead of
Wednesday's third ODI against New
Zealand at The Oval.

England, however, have several seam-
bowling options to call upon, with two
other left-arm quicks in Sam Curran and
David Willey among those vying for a
place with Topley in England's final 15-
strong squad for the World Cup.

"I can only do so much as a new-ball
and death bowler that it's hard to leave
me out," said Topley, the son of former
Essex seamer Don Topley.

"That's what all of us in the chang-
ing room want to do is just to make those
decisions tough, but with the talent that
we have, it's always going be a tough deci-
sion — for the 15, or the 11."
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India captain Rohit Sharma on
Tuesday became the sixth batter

from his country and 15th overall to
complete 10,000 ODI runs.

Rohit achieved the feat during
India's Asia Cup Super 4 contest
against Sri Lanka here.

The India skipper hit a six off Sri
Lanka's Kasun Rajitha to complete
the milestone in the seventh over of
the innings, a day after Virat Kohli
became the quickest ever batter to cross 13,000-
run landmark in a record 267 ODI innings.

In fact, Rohit completed his 10,000 runs in
241 innings, which is second fastest ever after
Kohli did so in 205 innings.

The other Indians in the 10,000-
run club are Sachin Tendulkar
(18,426 runs), Virat Kohli (13,026),
Sourav Ganguly (11,363), Rahul
Dravid (10,889) and MS Dhoni
(10,773).

As the only player in the histo-
ry to have hit three double centuries
in 50-overs cricket, Rohit also holds
the record of most runs in an innings
- or the highest individual score - 264
against Sri Lanka at Eden Gardens in
November 2014.

Rohit recorded his first ODI double ton
against Australia in November 2013 when he
scored 209. Four years later, he smashed anoth-
er double ton against Sri Lanka - 208 not out at
Mohali in December 2017.
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Middle-order batter
Shreyas Iyer missed

India's second consecutive
game in the Asia Cup after
being advised rest for the
Super 4 contest against Sri
Lanka due to a back spasm.

Iyer, who has returned to
top flight cricket after six
months following a back
surgery, had also missed the
contest against Pakistan.

Missing back to games
has raised fresh questions over
his fitness ahead of the World
Cup in India next month.

"Shreyas Iyer is feeling
better but is yet to fully recov-
er from back spasm."

"He has been advised rest
by the BCCI Medical Team
and has not travelled with the
team to the stadium today for
India's Super 4 match against
Sri Lanka," the BCCI said in a
statement.
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Left-arm wrist spinner
Kuldeep Yadav believes

tweaks in his technique, includ-
ing a straighter run-up and an
aggressive rhythm, has helped
him to improve his bowling and
achieve success in ODI cricket.

The 28-year-old has taken
27 wickets from 14 matches this
year, the highest by an Indian
bowler in ODIs.

"After the (knee) surgery
(last year), my run-up has
become much straighter, and
rhythm has become aggressive.
My hand used to fall over but
that has been controlled and
now it (hand) is facing the bats-
man," said Kuldeep in the post-
match press conference.

Kuldeep said he had worked
on spin and drift post his surgery
to improve his efficiency.

"I exerted care not to lose
my spin and drift without losing
my pace. If a leg-spinner lands
the ball on a good length, he can
pick up wickets more regularly
and loose balls can be reduced.
You can be consistent," he added.

Kuldeep said he worked
with NCA physio Ashish
Koushik post his surgery to
reduce the burden on his knee
while landing in the crease.

"I did not want to lose my
zip, nip or drift. After surgery I
went for a three-month recuper-
ation at NCA and physio Ashish

Koushik said I had to reduce the
load on my knee. So, I worked
to make my rhythm faster," he
said.

However, Kuldeep said it
took him some time to make the
remodelled action work at the
top level cricket.

"I tried the new action in a
practice game in Kanpur. The
batsmen were struggling to face
me. But even in the IPL and dur-
ing the tour of the West Indies
I was struggling with it (action).

"It took some 6-7 matches
for me to make work at this

level," said Kuldeep.
His (5/25) five-wicket haul

helped India outclass Pakistan by
a massive 228-run margin and
Kuldeep said he will always
remember this effort as it came
against a top opposition.

"I will always remember
that I picked up five wickets
against Pakistan when I retire. It
is a big thing for me because
Pakistan players can play spin
well. If you perform against a
side that plays spin well in the
subcontinent, it motivates you,"
he said.
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Pakistan pacers Haris Rauf
and Naseem Shah's partic-

ipation in the remainder of the
Asia Cup has been rendered
doubtful after the duo picked
up injuries during the Super 4
match against India.

The Pakistan team man-
agement said quicks Shahnawaz
Dahani and Zaman Khan have
been included as back-ups for
Rauf and Naseem in their Asia
Cup squad "as a precautionary

measure". "Pakistan have called
up Shahnawaz Dahani and
Zaman Khan as backups. The
two have been called up after
Haris Rauf and Naseem Shah
picked up niggles in the match
against India," read a statement
from the Pakistan team.

"This is only a precaution-
ary measure keeping in mind
the fitness and well-being of the
players ahead of the ICC Men's
Cricket World Cup next
month," the management said.

Rauf, who had bowled five

overs on Sunday, had felt "a lit-
tle discomfort in his right flank"
and did thus did not roll his arm
or come out to bat against India
when the match resumed on
the reserve day on Monday.

Naseem completed his
quota of 10 overs but the pacer
left the field in the 49th over of
India's innings on Monday,
holding his hand. He is suspect-
ed to have suffered an injury to
his bowling shoulder. He also
did not come out to bat as
Pakistan ended their innings at

128 for 8, losing to India by a
record margin of 228 runs.

The Pakistan team man-
agement said both Rauf and
Naseem will be monitored over
the next few days.

"Haris and Naseem will
continue to remain under the
observation of the team's med-
ical panel.The team manage-
ment will only request replace-
ment from the ACC technical
committee if Naseem or Haris
are ruled out for the next seven
days," the statement added.
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